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010/21

Declarations of Interest
None.

010/22

Chair’s Action
Since the previous Board meeting, the Chair had signed the
following tender ratification documents:
 Heart Valves and Annuloplasty Devices (Including the
Percutaneous Valve)
 Supply of Medical Records off site storage, retrieval and
secure destruction service

010/23

Minutes of the meeting held on 26th January 2010
The minutes of the meeting held on 26th January 2010 were
approved subject to the following amendments:
010/07
(3rd bullet point) “The selection panel would include the Chair,
Michael Parker, Jonathan Michael and Alan McGregor. Robert
Lechler, Tim Smart and Angela Huxham advising the panel.”
(6th bullet point) Replace “Tim Smart had written to the CQC Chief
Executive about the impenetrable and bureaucratic process.” with
“Tim Smart had written to the CQC Chief Executive offering to be
involved in the process in the future and this suggestion had been
welcomed.”
010/14
Although there were plans in place to address non-compliance, the
Trust would not be compliant by the DoH deadline of 31 March 2010
[add] because of issues with the fabric of the building in the
emergency department, day surgery and intensive care.
010/15
(2nd paragraph)
It was clarified that the areas included in the table reflected both
their academic and clinical excellence as [replace] cited by the
Medical Research Council [with] identified by quality of external
income and publication output.

010/24

Matters Arising
010/12 [add to action tracker]
“KPMG, the Trust’s internal auditors, to be sent the recent results
from the work undertaken on clinical coding.” (It was confirmed that
this data had been forwarded to KPMG)
09/162
“Introduce an indicator to monitor the number of patient falls” –
complete.
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010/25

Chair and NEDs Report
Michael Parker stated that Dr Tony Pagliuca did not see him with
regards to the Medical Director post, but with regards to service
development.
The Chair and NEDs Report was noted.

010/26

Chief Executive’s Report
Tim Smart presented the Chief Executive’s Report and outlined the
following:
 The Trust was on track to meet its target monthly surplus in
the last quarter of the year of £0.75m. Workforce reactions
and responsiveness to additional cost controls had been
positive.
 The Trust had agreed activity outturn for this year with NHS
Lambeth and Lewisham, part of the LSL Alliance. Agreement
was awaited from NHS Southwark.
 Significant progress had been made to ringfence elective
space in the light of increased emergency admissions.
 KCH’s strategy was a key part of King’s Health Partners’
strategy, particularly given current considerations by NHS
London of acute hospital provision across the capital.
 A recent article in the Evening Standard had reported on the
failure of water supplies in some paediatric areas. These
were due to the modernisation of some wards which placed
greater strain on existing water supplies. Pumps had been
ordered to restore pressure but delivery had been delayed.
The issue was resolved in the previous week; a statement
had been issued on the Trust’s website to explain why this
situation had occurred and action taken to rectify the
problem. TS apologised to those affected and assured the
Board that lessons had been learnt.
 There was a discussion concerning media coverage of a
patient who was admitted to King’s with severe injuries
following a road traffic accident. MM confirmed that the issue
would be discussed by the Trust’s End of Life Committee
with a report back to the Board.
The Board noted the CEO report and CEO Brief for February.
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010/27

Finance Report month 10
Simon Taylor presented the month 10 finance report.
The Trust’s was on track to achieve a monthly surplus of £0.75m, a
marked improvement from the previous quarter.
The number of agency hours booked continued to fall. Weekly
meetings were taking place with clinical directors and divisional
managers to closely monitor the situation.
Initial figures from divisions for 2010/11 savings were encouraging
but the overall challenge was significant.
Provisional agreement had been reached with local PCTs with
regards to payment for over-activity, which would be received before
the year-end.
The large variation in CIP achievement between clinical areas was
due to additional targets in response to changes in activity levels.
However, the principle of maintaining quality and safety would
remain.
Nursing vacancies were being monitored on a monthly basis. The
new e-rostering system had been partly implemented and would be
fully operational by the end of the financial year.
The Board noted the finance report for month 10.

010/28

Performance Report month 9
Roland Sinker presented the performance report for month 9.
The Trust was on track for targets on emergency 4 hour waiting, 18
weeks referral to treatment, and infection control. On the issue of
average length of stay, the Trust was below target for both elective
and non-elective patients and this was expected to continue in
January (month 10) as well because of the outbreaks of noro-virus
on KCH wards.
The Board noted the performance report for month 9.
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010/29

Quality Focus
Tim Smart presented an update on NHS Quality Accounts
regulations and 2 Monitor consultations on quality accounts.
It was noted that KCH’s use of scorecards and its “Go and See”
programmes were quoted as good practice case studies in the DH
Quality Account toolkit.
Several FTs would participate in a pilot for the external assurance of
quality accounts – UCLH, Chesterfield and two mental health FTs.
Although KCH had participated in the pilot of quality accounts in the
previous year, it was decided not to take part this time given the time
commitment required.
ST informed the Board that initial testing of a new e-scorecard was
complete and the aim was to launch a live system in April.
The Board noted the update on quality regulations and current
consultations on quality accounts.

010/30

Infection Control Quarterly Report
Geraldine Walters presented a report on infection control between
October 2009 and February 2010.
The DH targets for the reduction of MRSA in 2010/11 would be
particularly challenging as the Trust was required to reduce the
annual number of cases from 28 to 9.
Although levels were falling, the Infection Control would now focus
on improving the insertion of IV lines, which was the cause of
infection in 50% of cases. The support of senior clinicians was
crucial to ensuring this element of junior doctor training was treated
as high priority.
The Trust would also work closely with Medirest to focus on aspects
of facilities. The cleaning contract had been revised and was due to
be introduced on 01 April.
It was queried whether the focus of the ‘Go & See’ programme had
moved away from Hygiene Code issues, such as clean commodes
and the correct use of Chloroclean. GW and RS responded that part
of the programme continued to look at cleanliness issues visits were
now focusing on the comprehensive functioning of the ward.
Facilities problems could now be reported swiftly via an online
system and AT was keeping the timeliness of responses under
review.
The Board noted the Infection Control Quarterly Report.
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010/31

Safeguarding Vulnerable Adults
Geraldine Walters presented a report on the responsibilities of the
Trust with regards to safeguarding vulnerable adults and progress
against CQC and other key requirements.
There was a significant challenge in capturing all the requirements of
the various legislations relating to vulnerable adults including the
Mental Capacity Act, Deprivation of Liberty Act and ‘no secrets’
guidance.
The NHS London target for 90% of staff to be trained in learning
disabilities/safeguarding by March 2010 was particularly challenging.
Presently, 30% of staff had been trained. Unless faster progress
was made, the Trust was at risk of moving from green to amber
status from July 2010 as a result.
Secondly, the purchase of a flagging system would cost £50k. It was
suggested that a KHP-wide approach could be adopted to the
purchase and/or sharing of such a system.
JM noted that the Trust’s legal obligations to patients with learning
disabilities were already in existence; the onus was on the Trust to
make adequate adjustments for care for those patients with physical
disabilities. The Trust was also obliged under its terms of
authorisation to meet all legal obligations. It was recognised that
significant resources would be needed to ensure adequate capacity
and capability. However, the Board should be reassured that
progress had been made.
The flagging system would record both in patients and outpatients
considered to be vulnerable adults. Staff were also working with
outside agencies to ensure greater awareness in the wider
community.
The Board noted the update on Safeguarding Vulnerable Adults.
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010/32

KHP update
Prof Robert Lechler provided a verbal update on recent
developments in King’s Health Partners.
Partnership Agreement
Version 13 had been circulated. KCH and KCL had provided
comments on a previous version. The partners’ legal teams would
be meeting next week with Eversheds and executive directors to
move the process forward. This would be followed by Eversheds
meeting with intellectual property leads from each partner
organisation.
The next version of the agreement would be circulated to partner
boards in March; KHP Partnership Board would consider the final
document in April and this would then be ratified by partner boards
in May.
RL noted the Board’s suggestion to use ‘track changes’ on
subsequent versions.
Programme Office
The position of Director of Performance and Delivery would be
advertised shortly. External interest was welcomed.
CAGs
 CAG leader roles for the first wave workstreams had been
received. Interviews will take place on 17 March.
Advertisements for subsequent CAG leader roles (second
and third waves) will follow.
 TS suggested circulating the article published in KCL’s
‘Insight’ magazine
Vertical Integration
The process had gone well so far. A final decision would be made at
a joint meeting of Lambeth and Southwark PCTs on 25 March.
Budget
The next 12 month plan was being drafted.
Academic/Clinical recruitment
The following posts were being filled:
 Academic lead for Liver
 Chair of Stroke Medicine
 Diabetes/Obesity (with funding assistance from Schroder and
Tate & Lyle)
 Chair, Vascular Surgery
 A public health position was also likely in the near future
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Public Health
A brainstorming meeting on public health had taken place with the
following proposed strands:
 An extra focus on existing challenges
 ‘new public health’ – a new approach to intractable problems
 Genomics
Graham Thorneycroft and Charles Wolf would now draft these
proposals in order to seek funding.
GMEC
KHP was playing a prominent role, in particular:
 Discussions with UCL concerning partnership on
neurosciences.
 There was also greater clarity on referrals by GSTT to
Queen’s Square (Royal Hospital). In a small number of
situations, referrals will continue but a list of these
circumstances would be provided to the Trust.
 PET imaging/radio-chemistry
International
 THET partnership has been signed
 A centre for global mental health is being developed
 The Hopkins exchange programme has been relaunched
 MoU has been signed with UCSF and workshops have begun
Other funding opportunities were being explored.
Royal Marsden/ICR planned to launch a ‘mini-AHSC’ in the summer.
They were currently in discussions with both KHP and Imperial
AHSC on closer working.
TS commented on the growing momentum of KHP and
acknowledged RL’s key role in this.
The Board thanked Robert Lechler and noted the update on King’s
Health Partners.
010/33

AOB
None.

010/34

Date of Next Meeting:
Tues 23 March 2010, 3.00 pm - Dulwich Room.
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Enc 2.1

Report to:

King’s College Hospital Board of Directors

Date of meeting:

23 March 2010

By:

Michael Parker, Chairman

Subject:

Chairman and Non-Executive Directors’ Report

Michael Parker - Chairman
16th February 2010

Attended Foundation Trust Network Chairs/CEO meeting

17th

Attended NHS Confederation: London Relations Programme
Business Planning Meeting

18th

Attended Breakfast Briefing meeting: Leading Change in the
Public Sector

19th

Attended meeting with Robert Lechler
Attended meeting with Caroline Harper-Juntuah and Carol
Campayne from Diversity Practice re: Inclusion Board
Development
Chaired Finance & Investment Committee meeting
Go-See visit: Renal Dialysis Unit

23rd

Attended Equality Diversity Committee meeting
Chaired Board of Directors meeting
Attended IHM dinner with Baroness Scotland of Asthal re: “Top
Talent in the Public Sector”

24th

Attended RCN Audit Committee meeting
Attended meeting with Sarah Thewlis from Gundersen Partners
Attended Sickle Cell Society Meeting

25th

Attended KHP Board meeting

1st March 2010

Chaired Consultant Interviews - Interventional Cardiologist
Attended NHS Leadership Awards Reference Group meeting at
the Department of Health
Attended Leadership Awards Judges Dinner with Sir David
Nicholson

2nd

Attended NPSA event: Managing concerns about performance of
Dentists, Doctors and Pharmacists

4th

Attended CQC event: Working with Board of Governors
Attended meeting with KPMG re 2010/11 Audit plan

6th

Chaired Consultant Interviews - Emergency Medicine
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11th

Attended visit with Anne Keene at The Haven, KCH
Attended Performance Committee meeting
Chaired King’s Fund Event: Motivational Leadership

12th

Attended Leading for Health Reference Group meeting

Robert Foster
19th February 2010

Go-See visit: Mary Falconer Ward
Attended meeting with Robert Park, NED at Southwark PCT

23rd

Attended buddy meeting with Jacob West and Mike Marrinan
Attended Board of Directors meeting

2nd March 2010

Attended and presented at King’s Fund event re: the role of
NEDs in raising quality

11th

Chaired Performance Committee meeting

15th

Attended meeting with Sue Bowler and visited MAU
Go-See visit: Mary Falconer Ward

19th

Attended lunch at Dental Institute

Professor Alan McGregor
15th February 2010

Go-See visit: Twining Ward

16th

Attended meeting with Mr J Sinha re: Academic Development
of Surgery

23rd

Attended Board of Directors meeting
Attended meeting with Michael Parker and Maxine James

15th March 2010

Attended meeting with Jacob West, Executive Director of
Strategy

Martin West
15th February 2010

Participated in conference call with KPMG re: Income
Diversification

19th

Attended FTFF Credit Committee meeting
Attended Finance & Investment Committee meeting

23rd

Go-See visit: Princess Elizabeth Ward
Attended Equality & Diversity Committee meeting
Attended event hosted by MediRest - re: sampling of patient
food
Attended Board of Directors meeting
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2nd March 2010

Attended Emergency Department Reconfiguration Project
Board meeting

4th

Chaired Audit Committee meeting
Attended meeting with KPMG re Audit Plan 2010/11

9th

Participated in conference with Diversity Partnerships

10th

Participated in conference call with KPMG re: Income
Diversification

16th

Attended Charity Gold Day planning meeting
Go-See visit: Princess Elizabeth Ward
Attended CT Scanner Project Board meeting

19th

Attended FTFF Credit Committee meeting

Sir Jonathan Michael
23rd February 2010

Attended KCH Board of Directors meeting

Maxine James
2nd February 2010

Attended KCH Board Away Day

11th

Attended EDC Planning meeting with Tim Smart and Monika
Kalyan
Attended Board of Governors meeting

12th

Attended NSF Older People’s Steering Group meeting
Attended meeting with Angela Huxham

22nd

Attended private dinner for Yvonne Coghill with Michael Parker
and Lord Crisp

23rd

Chaired Equality & Diversity Committee meeting
Attended meeting with Alan McGregor
Attended Board of Directors Meeting
Attended Institute of Healthcare Management Dinner re:
“Inspiring and motivating Ethnic Minorities to reach the top”
with the Attorney General, Baroness Scotland of Asthal
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Enc 2.2

Report to:

Board of Directors

Date of meeting:

23 March 2010

By:

Tim Smart, Chief Executive

Subject:

Chief Executive’s Board Report

1.

Executive Summary

As we exit period 11, I would like to thank all staff for the performance of the Trust.
As always we are busy and there are days when we strain to meet targets, but Team
King’s has responded to the challenges of the weather and of norovirus. I believe
that our Values work last year has made a significant contribution to the way that we
have responded to the economic challenges so far. We have always kept patient
safety our highest priority, but we have introduced efficiencies which have improved
the patient experience and have put our financial performance in much better shape
on a run rate basis as we look forward to the greater challenges of the coming
financial year. The highlight of the month must be the fact that the results of the
National Outpatient Survey have identified King’s as the best rated acute Trust in
London.
2.

Finance – month 11

The Trust’s deficit position has reduced from £3.762m to £2.867m in month 11, a
positive movement of £895k. The year end forecast is a deficit of £2m and a Monitor
risk rating of 3.
3.

Performance – month 10

In month 10 the Trust was on target for 3 out of 4 key deliverables. We continue to
deliver on the 18 weeks referral to treatment, emergency ‘4 hour wait’ and infection
control targets, but are off trajectory against our length of stay targets. Both the
elective and non-elective average length of stay targets were off target in month 10
due to seasonal complexity of emergency patients and the additional challenges
from outbreaks of noro-virus on our wards in January. All Divisions are concentrating
on ALoS as the single most important measure of efficiency and effectiveness and
safety.
In month 10 we achieved a ‘green’ governance rating with Monitor. The actions put
in place to mitigate the ‘amber’ ratings in quarter 2 and 3 due to breaches against the
cancer waiting time targets have been successful. However it should still be noted
that there are significant challenges in maintaining performance.
4.

Strategy/King’s Health Partners
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King’s Health Partners is now really beginning to take shape and all partners are
working collaboratively to develop sustainable and compelling site strategies and to
identify cost synergies as well as redesign care pathways and service delivery plans.
At King’s there are two important developments. Firstly, we are consulting with staff
and other stakeholders about an organisational change which will deliver better care
more efficiently with a streamlined Divisional structure. Second we are engaging with
the Senior Leaders Team and with the KHP leadership in developing a compelling
vision for King’s and a site strategy that will put us in a strong position to influence
the development of the healthcare economy in South East London.
We are continuing to make good progress towards implementation of Stroke and
Trauma plans, and I am extremely pleased to report that the Trustees of the KCH
Charity have very generously agreed to fund the purchase of an additional CT
scanner which will deliver safer pathways for major trauma patients.
5.

National Outpatient Survey

King's has been rated the top acute hospital in London in the outpatient survey
results published by the Care Quality Commission.
Nationally, over 72,000 patients provided answers to 57 questions, including how
easy it was to get an appointment, how long they spent with their doctor, how they
rated the cleanliness of toilet facilities, and whether they received the ‘right amount’
of information about their condition or treatment.
The results showed that over 82% of patients surveyed rated their overall care in
outpatients at King's as 'excellent', 'very good' or 'good', an improvement on the 74%
of patients saying the same thing in 2004.
We scored in the top 20% of all Trusts surveyed for ensuring doctors listened to what
our patients had to say, and for communicating information to patients in an easy to
understand way. Patients also rated King's in the top 20% for having confidence and
trust in the doctors they were seeing. It is very interesting to note how these
highlights align so well with the King’s Values.
6.

Business Continuity Management

I am delighted that King’s has been recommended for certification in its Stage 2
assessment against BS25999 by BSI Management Systems. This means that
King’s will be the first NHS organisation to be certified compliant with the standard
that Sir David Nicholson urged all NHS organisations to work towards.
The Board previously agreed that it wanted King's College Hospital to be the first
Foundation Trust in London to achieve certification.
7.

First Choice

As I have previously reported, this project aims to establish and support a steady
flow of elective patients in Neurosurgery and Specialist Medicine, ensuring that all
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patients receive the care they need – when they need it – while maximising bed
capacity, minimising waits and cancellations, and reducing costs.
After some initial diagnostic work, multi-disciplinary teams are now leading key
pieces of work in each division. Progress to date:
Neurosurgery
-

Work to efficiently stream elective patients has been strengthened by the
designation of an elective-only ward on Murray Falconer.

-

Joint workshops have been used to ensure the best practice care pathways
from Trundle ward are incorporated into the new elective-only ward.

-

A visit and collaboration with St. Thomas’ (under King’s Health Partners) has
helped the team to quickly design the layout and processes for a day-ofsurgery admission lounge.

-

The inventory management team have identified a £110k reduction in
inventory levels in Neurotheatres, and have realised £43k through returning
overstocks to suppliers or swapping for faster moving lines.

Specialist Medicine

4.

-

Derek Mitchell Unit has been identified as an elective-only unit to stream
patients receiving bone marrow transplant as a primary procedure.

-

Multi-disciplinary teams have outlined solutions to embed a culture and
process for rigorous, timely discharges. These are now being tested and
refined on the wards.

-

Phases and service level of post-transplant care have been defined and
costed to prepare for agreements with commissioners and referrers.
Facilities

I am delighted to report that this month the practical completion certificate for the
Combined Heat and Power (CHP) and the new Energy Centre was signed off and
the Trust has begun producing its own electricity and exporting surplus in the
evenings.
The new soft FM Contractor is performing well on the catering front. However,
portering and domestic services are below the required standard and measures are
in hand to improve these services.
Project Boards have been established to take forward the works associated with
installation of the new CT Scanner for Trauma (as mentioned above) and also the
reconfiguration of the Emergency Department.
5.

Media/events (11 February 2010 – 12 March 2010)

Press & broadcast:
15 February – The BBC News website carried a story about patient Philip Meehan,
who has undergone long-term treatment at King’s for leukaemia. Philip was one of
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the first patients at King’s – and in the country – to undergo a cord blood transplant
for treatment of his condition. Ghulam Mufti, Professor of Haemato-oncology at
King’s, was quoted in the article.
16 February – The King’s maternity service was the subject of a BBC Radio 4 Case
Notes programme about how women choose where to give birth; in hospital or at
home. The programme featured interviews with Katie Yiannouzis, Head of Midwifery,
Dr Mike Marsh, Consultant Obstetrician and Ruth Landis, Team Leader for the
Brierley Midwives Community Practice. It also included interviews with expectant
mums connected to King’s.
19 February – The Evening Standard, Daily Mirror and Daily Mail all reported on
concerns expressed by the parents of some paediatric patients about the lack of hot
water on three of King’s children’s wards during February. In our response, we
apologised for the delay in fixing the problem, which had been resolved by the time
the media coverage appeared.
24 February – King’s biomechanical engineer Eskinder Solomon – who has
developed a device that detects when people snore, or stop breathing - featured in
an article in The Times about how the appliance of science is bringing about real
benefits for patients.
26 February – The South London Press carried a story about cost-savings being
implemented at King’s, which (the article reports) is trying to reduce its current deficit
of £3.8 million. In our response, we explained that whilst efficiencies are being made,
our top priority remains delivering high quality, safe patient care.
In a separate article, the newspaper also reported on comments made by Tony
Farsky, a King’s patient and Chair of the Southwark Pensioners Action Group
(SPAG), about his recent experiences at King’s, and the concerns he has about the
way in which the NHS cares for older people. The article was accompanied by a
statement from us, which said waiting times are shorter than ever before, and that
patient satisfaction is high.
Events and visits:
11 March – Ann Keen MP visited The Haven at King’s to see how the NHS is helping
support victims of sexual assault. The Minister was introduced to the very dedicated
and innovative team working in the Haven, which is an exemplar site, before being
given a tour of the centre by the Clinical Director of the service, Jan Welch. The
centre is funded jointly by the NHS and the Metropolitan Police Service (MPS) and
brings together, under one roof, a dedicated team of specially trained NHS doctors,
nurses and other health care professionals to help and support clients through the
trauma of a sexual assault.
6.

Consultant Appointments

Post
Consultant Emergency

New/
Existing
Replacement

Name

Start Date

Lala Khan

4 October 2010
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Medicine SI Paediatrics

7.

Chief Executive’s Brief

The March staff briefing is attached for information.
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CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S
BRIEF
March 2010 Issue 46
An update from the Chief Executive to all staff at King’s College Hospital

Finances and feedback
It is hard to know what to include and what to exclude from this month’s Brief, but I must start with the
Trust’s financial position again. I am encouraged by the many ideas coming forward from staff, and I
am confident that this will not just be a short term management led focus. I am also encouraged by
engagement across the Trust in discussions about the longer term vision of King’s as part of a
managed healthcare system in King’s Health Partners. As we plan for the next three years, it will be
very important for everyone to understand our vision and our goals, and this work will be led by Jacob
West, our new Director of Strategy.
Financially, the remainder of this year is tough, but our savings targets have improved the position.
Thank you for all your continued efforts.
King’s Health Partners is really beginning to take shape and I think we all know that better collaboration
will lead to greater efficiencies and better outcomes. We are nearing the point when leaders for the first
four Clinical Academic Groups (CAGs) will be appointed. Interviews are on 17 March, and those
appointed will be challenged to deliver CAG business plans that will achieve our objectives.
We have had a lot of coverage in the media this month. First, there was an excellent programme about
our maternity service on Radio Four in the Case Notes series (which has previously featured our VTE
and fetal ultrasound services). There has also been coverage of the Haven, and of our participation in
the NHS Dignity drive, in particular the trials of new patient gowns. Thanks to all who have participated
in these great examples of where the Trust is leading the way. What has impressed me most about all
these examples is the role of clinicians, and nurses and midwives in particular. There was also a much
less positive piece in the Evening Standard about water supply problems in several paediatric areas.
These problems are now resolved, and although we know the coverage exaggerated the situation, the
fact is that it isn’t good enough when something as basic as the hot water supply becomes an achilles
heel. I encourage all staff to escalate issues as soon as they can. The Board is committed to
responding, but we can only be effective if we are given notice.
Despite these difficulties, in the past week I have received letters of thanks from families of patients in
renal, neurosciences, stroke and maternity. I know it is unfair to pick out individual groups, but I am
struck by how these letters reflect the fact that staff are demonstrating the King’s Values every day, and
I am encouraged by that.
Finally this month, I want to return to the issue of inclusivity. We have been selected to participate in a
pilot project being run by the National Leadership Council’s Inclusivity Workstream. We are being
supported by a group of consultants who specialise in this area, funded by the National Leadership
Council. The Board will participate in a series of workshops in which we will challenge ourselves about
the leadership role we are taking, our values, and how effective we are in embedding inclusivity into the
culture and governance of the Trust. Our three Trust diversity forums - Cultural; Deaf and Disability;
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender - are also there to support staff across the organisation, and I
would encourage anyone with an interest in these areas to get involved with the forums. You will find
details on Kingsweb.
Tim Smart
Chief Executive

An update from the Chief Executive to all staff at King’s College Hospital
King’s initiatives featured in DH Quality toolkit
The Department of Health’s toolkit for publishing
Quality Accounts includes two case studies from
King’s. This is positive national recognition of
some of the great work we are carrying out here.
Our Board “Go and See” initiative and the clinical
scorecards are both cited as examples of best
practice for improving communications and
reviewing service provision and quality. We are
now working on our Quality Accounts for
2009/10, and are seeking further examples of
work which demonstrates the quality agenda at
King’s. For more information, follow the ‘Quality
Improvement’ link in the Key Communications
box on the Kingsweb home page, or email Jenny
Yao at jenny.yao@nhs.net
Patients rate King’s the best of all London
acutes in national Outpatient Survey
The National Outpatient Survey results were
published by the Care Quality Commission in
February. King’s results in the survey have
steadily improved over the last five years, and we
achieved the highest score of all London acute
hospitals at just over 80% - testament to the hard
work of staff across the Trust, and an important
result, given that we provide well over 700,000
outpatient appointments a year. 82% of King’s
patients surveyed rated their overall care in
outpatients as ‘excellent’, ‘very good’ or ‘good’,
an improvement on the 74% of patients saying
the same thing in 2004. We also scored in the top
20% of all Trusts surveyed for ensuring doctors
listened to what our patients had to say, and for
communicating information to patients in an easy
to understand way. Patients also rated King’s in
the top 20% for having confidence and trust in the
doctors they were seeing. However, as always,
there are lessons to be learned and areas for
improvement – for example, we rated poorly for
the length of time patients have to wait on the day
of their appointment. We will look closely at the
results and, together with the valuable feedback
we get from our own ‘How are we doing?’ survey,
take action to make improvements in areas
where patients tell us it is most needed. For
further information, contact Rachel Sugarman on
extension 4618 or email
rachel.sugarman@kch.nhs.uk
E-learning for Adult Safeguarding
The Trust has a responsibility to implement
appropriate arrangements for safeguarding adults
at King’s where abuse is suspected, both in the
community and the hospital. ‘Healthcare for All’,
the Department of Health’s report into access to
healthcare for people with learning disabilities,
recommends that Trusts collect data and

information necessary to allow people with
learning disability to be identified so that their care
pathways can be tracked and reasonable
adjustments made. Level 1 training for Adult
Safeguarding is mandatory for all staff, and is now
available online. Staff with smart cards should use
them to log into ESR, and all other staff should
request a user name and password for ESR from
Sam Amaning in the Learning Zone by email to
samuel.amaning@nhs.net Staff who regularly
work with patients and the public will also need to
complete the higher levels of training. For more
information on Adult Safeguarding and training
requirements, contact Lindsay Batty-Smith on
extension 1773 or email lbatty-smith@nhs.net
New MRSA target at King’s
We have made significant strides in recent years
at reducing the number of hospital acquired
infections, and for 2009/10, we are on course to
report lower rates of infection than we were set at
the start of the year. However, for 2010/2011, the
challenge to reduce infection rates is even
greater, particularly for MRSA bacteraemias,
where we need to reduce the numbers reported
from 28 this year to nine. We are being set such
an ambitious target because we have proved
ourselves capable of achieving year on year
reductions in the past, but it will mean making
changes to the way we treat, manage and monitor
MRSA bacteraemias in the future. Our own data
shows that the majority (approximately 70%) of
bacteraemias are in fact ‘avoidable’, with the main
sources being surgical site infections, skin and
soft tissue infections and intravenous lines. We
will be focussing on three key areas across the
Trust - effective screening of patients,
decolonisation of MRSA colonised patients and
ensuring that all patients with intravenous lines
receive the appropriate level of care. Look out for
further communications on Kingsweb in the
coming weeks or contact Erika Grobler, Deputy
Director of Infection Prevention and Control, on
extension 4958 or email erika.grobler@nhs.net
Cost savings - staff Q&A session
A further staff Q&A session is running on
Monday 22nd March at 10am in the
Boardroom. This is your chance to ask the
Directors anything about our cost savings plans.
Questions and answers from the previous
session are available on Kingsweb via the ‘Trust
cost savings’ button under Key Communications.
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Finance Report

Month 11 (February) 2009/10
Board of Directors
23 March 2010

Key Headlines
Monitor Rating

 The overall risk rating at month 11 is 3. The annual rating target for the year is 4.
Income and Expenditure position

 The Trust’s deficit position has reduced from £3.7m to £2.8m in month 11, a positive move of £900k,
due to reduced expenditure in month.

 The actual expenditure on medical staffing and clinical supplies continued on a significant downward
trend in month. The drugs spend reduced in month 11, against the current trend, due to a reduction in
prescribing for Clinical Haematology, Sexual Health and Liver services.

 Nursing staff costs have remained on a constant expenditure trend due to a reduced spend in areas
such as Specialist Medicine, Neurosciences and General Medicine; but offset by an increased spend
in Liver services. There was a marginal reduction in Administration and Clerical expenditure in month
11.

 Other operating expenses were also significantly reduced in month to improve the financial position.
These included a reduction in charges from other NHS/Non-NHS organisations such as the reduction
in rental payments from Lewisham Hospital and a reduction in the provision for doubtful debts due to
the payments from PCTs in respect to contract activity over-performance.
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Key Headlines
Income and Expenditure Position cont…

 Although the costs have reduced, the Trust has only marginally improved the variance from plan of
£292k. The pay costs are £7.2m above plan and the non pay costs £15m above plan, which
predominantly relate to additional contract activity with PCTs.

 The number of inpatient spells have reduced over the last three months and have consequently
impacted on the over-performance of PCT contracts. The Trust income remained in line with the
planned budget for month 11 and is cumulatively £14.3m above the planned target.

 The Cost Improvement Programme is achieving a success rate of 82%, but this is primarily due to
additional income generation by the Divisions.

 The Trust deficit position of £2.8m is an unfavourable variance to plan of £7.9m. (Month 11 surplus
target £5.1m).

 The projected year-end forecast is a £2m deficit, and the forecast risk rating is 3. This assumes an
impairment of £3.8m against I&E, pending the final report from the District Valuer.

 If any additional impairment cannot be charged to the revaluation reserve then it would be charged to
the Income and Expenditure account. The EBITDA risk rating should not be affected by any
impairment charges.
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Key Headlines
Working Capital

 The public sector payments policy target is being achieved at a level of 70%. The Trust’s deficit position and
the delayed payment by PCTs for activity over-performance is impacting on this performance. In order to deal
with the aggressive approach taken by suppliers for prompt payment, the Trust will need to utilise its working
capital (overdraft) facility to ensure the supply of essential goods and services. The facility was not required in
January due to the recovery of Private Patient income and PCT contract overperformance payments.

 Outstanding 2009/10 SLA Overperformance invoices total £6.597m as at the 28 February 2010. This is against
quarter 1-3 invoices raised totalling £28.756m. It should be noted that Southwark, Lambeth and Lewisham PCTs
have settled outstanding overperformance invoices for the year in March.

 The Cash balance at the end of Month 11 was £8.673m with a forecast cash balance at year end of £2.139m.
Capital Programme

 The capital gross spend at month 10 is £41.262m against the annual planned gross spend of £44.328m.
 The Trust is overspending on certain capital projects such as the Energy Centre (£960k) and on replacement
Medical Equipment purchases (£499k). These overspends are being funded by under spends on ICT
(Information & Communication Technology) projects in 2009/10.

 Budget carry forwards of Major Works projects totalling £3.538m have been incorporated in the 2010/2011
Capital Plan. These include the Energy Centre (£500k), refurbishment of Unit 3 Coldharbour Lane (£1m),
Maurice Wohl (Neurology Institute) Decanting (£500k) and refurbishment of Day Surgery Wards (£200).

 Minor Works budgets of £606k are being carried forward, as well as £1.4m of ICT projects and £955k of
Medical Equipment (R&D and Dental) budgets.
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Financial Risk Rating Ratios
F in a n cia l Crite ria

W e ig h t
(%)
M e tric to b e sco re d

M o n th 11

M o n th 11
Ra tin g

09/10
P la n

09/10 P la n
Ra tin g

Ach ie ve m e n t o f P la n

10

E B ITDA ac hieved (% of plan)

73.7%

3

102.5%

5

Un d e rlyin g P e rfo rm a n ce

25

E B ITDA M argin (% )

5.9%

3

8.6%

3

F in a n cia l Efficie n cy

20

Return on A s s ets ex c luding dividend (% )

3.4%

3

7.8%

5

20

I& E s urplus m argin (% )

-0.6%

2

1.8%

3

25

Liquidity Ratio (day s )

16.2

3

21.0

3

L iq u id ity
F INANCIAL RIS K RAT ING

F in a n cia l Crite ria

M e tric to b e sco re d
5

Ach ie ve m e n t o f P la n
Un d e rlyin g P e rfo rm a n ce
F in a n cia l Efficie n cy
L iq u id ity

F in a n ce Risk Ra tin g

3

4

RAT ING CAT EG O RIES
4
3
2

1

{W e ig h te d Ave ra g e o f F in a n cia l Crite ria }

E B ITDA ac hieved (% of plan)
E B ITDA M argin (% )
Return on A s s ets ex c luding dividend (% )
I& E s urplus m argin net of dividend (% )
Liquidity Ratio (day s )

100
11
6
3
60

85
9
5
2
25

70
5
3
1
15

50
1
-2
-2
10

< 50
<1
< -2
< -2
< 10

Ra tin g 5
Ra tin g 4
Ra tin g 3

Lowes t Ris k - no regulatory c onc erns
No regulatory c onc erns
Regulatory c onc erns in one or m ore c om ponents . S ignific ant breac h of
Term s of A uthoris ation unlik ely .

Ra tin g 2

Ris k of s ignific ant breac h in Term s of A uthoris ation in the m edium term ,
e.g. 9 to 18 m onths in the abs enc e of rem edial ac tion.
Highes t Ris k - high probability of s ignific ant breac h of Term s of
A uthoris ation in the s hort-term , e.g. les s than 9 m onths , unles s rem edial
ac tion is tak en.

Ra tin g 1
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Income and Expenditure by Division
D i v i si o n

C a r d i a c a n d N e u r o sc i e n c e s

CSDS

C r i ti c a l C a r e a n d S u r g e r y

D e n ta l

L iv e r a n d R e n a l

G e n e ra l M e d ic in e

S p e c i a l i st M e d i c i n e

W o m e n 's a n d C h i l d H e a l th

P r i v a te P a ti e n t S e r v i c e

C o r p o r a te S e r v i c e s

T r u s t to ta l

H e a d in g
In c o m e
P ay
N o n -P a y
R e c h a rg e s
T o ta l
In c o m e
P ay
N o n -P a y
R e c h a rg e s
T o ta l
In c o m e
P ay
N o n -P a y
R e c h a rg e s
T o ta l
In c o m e
P ay
N o n -P a y
R e c h a rg e s
T o ta l
In c o m e
P ay
N o n -P a y
R e c h a rg e s
T o ta l
In c o m e
P ay
N o n -P a y
R e c h a rg e s
T o ta l
In c o m e
P ay
N o n -P a y
R e c h a rg e s
T o ta l
In c o m e
P ay
N o n -P a y
R e c h a rg e s
T o ta l
In c o m e
P ay
N o n -P a y
R e c h a rg e s
T o ta l
In c o m e
P ay
N o n -P a y
In t e r e s t a n d D i vi d e n d s
R e c h a rg e s
T o ta l
In c o m e
P ay
N o n -P a y
In t e r e s t a n d D i vi d e n d s
R e c h a rg e s

T o ta l

Annual Budget
£ '0 0 0
8 0 ,2 4 2
(3 5 , 2 0 8 )
(1 7 , 2 3 4 )
(8 , 4 7 7 )
1 9 ,3 2 3
2 4 ,5 1 6
(3 7 , 9 1 2 )
(2 3 , 8 9 4 )
3 9 ,3 8 6
2 ,0 9 6
7 1 ,8 1 1
(5 3 , 3 4 9 )
(1 8 , 7 4 6 )
1 ,8 0 5
1 ,5 2 1
3 4 ,6 4 6
(1 7 , 6 2 1 )
(2 , 9 3 6 )
(1 , 3 5 9 )
1 2 ,7 3 0
7 9 ,4 4 5
(3 2 , 5 0 3 )
(1 6 , 2 3 4 )
(7 , 8 3 1 )
2 2 ,8 7 7
7 5 ,4 1 9
(4 9 , 9 9 5 )
(7 , 9 0 7 )
(8 , 8 9 1 )
8 ,6 2 6
6 1 ,4 5 0
(1 8 , 1 6 0 )
(2 4 , 9 1 1 )
(6 , 9 8 8 )
1 1 ,3 9 1
8 2 ,4 6 1
(4 7 , 9 9 3 )
(5 , 8 4 1 )
(6 , 4 3 0 )
2 2 ,1 9 7
14,190
(1 , 9 9 4 )
(3 , 1 6 8 )
(3 , 0 2 7 )
6 ,0 0 1
28 ,611
(3 1 , 5 8 1 )
(7 6 , 7 9 1 )
(2 3 , 2 0 5 )
1,915
(1 0 1 , 0 5 1 )
552,791
(3 2 6 , 3 1 6 )
(1 9 7 , 6 6 2 )
(2 3 , 2 0 5 )
103

5 ,7 1 1

YTD Budge t
£ '0 0 0
7 3 ,5 3 5
(3 2 , 2 6 1 )
(1 5 , 8 1 1 )
(7 , 7 4 5 )
1 7 ,7 1 8
2 2 ,4 7 3
(3 4 , 7 5 3 )
(2 1 , 8 5 3 )
3 6 ,1 1 3
1 ,9 8 0
6 5 ,8 1 1
(4 8 , 9 2 6 )
(1 7 , 1 7 9 )
1 ,6 7 7
1 ,3 8 3
3 1 ,7 5 9
(1 6 , 1 5 3 )
(2 , 6 9 4 )
(1 , 2 4 3 )
1 1 ,6 6 9
7 2 ,7 3 3
(2 9 , 7 9 6 )
(1 4 , 8 9 0 )
(7 , 1 1 3 )
2 0 ,9 3 4
6 8 ,9 9 4
(4 5 , 7 2 1 )
(7 , 2 5 4 )
(8 , 1 2 1 )
7 ,8 9 8
5 6 ,2 8 4
(1 6 , 6 3 6 )
(2 2 , 8 7 1 )
(6 , 3 9 7 )
1 0 ,3 8 0
7 5 ,5 6 6
(4 3 , 9 6 9 )
(5 , 3 5 5 )
(5 , 8 8 5 )
2 0 ,3 5 7
1 3 ,0 0 7
(1 , 8 2 8 )
(2 , 9 0 4 )
(2 , 7 7 4 )
5 ,5 0 1
2 1 ,7 8 4
(2 8 , 9 4 8 )
(6 5 , 8 6 1 )
(2 1 , 2 7 1 )
1 ,5 8 7
(9 2 , 7 0 9 )
5 0 1 ,9 4 6
(2 9 8 , 9 9 1 )
(1 7 6 , 6 7 2 )
(2 1 , 2 7 1 )
99

5 ,1 1 1

Y T D A c tu a l
£ '0 0 0
7 3 ,3 1 5
(3 3 , 1 5 1 )
(1 6 , 8 5 1 )
(8 , 1 8 0 )
1 5 ,1 3 3
2 4 ,3 3 0
(3 5 , 7 4 1 )
(2 4 , 3 6 9 )
3 8 ,1 5 8
2 ,3 7 8
6 7 ,6 5 4
(5 1 , 5 1 5 )
(1 9 , 8 8 6 )
2 ,2 8 4
(1 , 4 6 3 )
3 1 ,9 5 0
(1 5 , 9 1 5 )
(3 , 2 5 3 )
(1 , 2 6 8 )
1 1 ,5 1 4
7 2 ,9 7 9
(3 1 , 5 0 9 )
(1 6 , 1 5 7 )
(7 , 4 2 0 )
1 7 ,8 9 3
7 2 ,1 4 6
(4 7 , 6 7 2 )
(9 , 0 9 1 )
(8 , 7 9 0 )
6 ,5 9 3
6 1 ,7 4 3
(1 6 , 1 8 2 )
(2 7 , 5 6 3 )
(6 , 6 5 6 )
1 1 ,3 4 2
7 6 ,2 1 7
(4 3 , 8 9 1 )
(5 , 8 2 2 )
(6 , 5 8 8 )
1 9 ,9 1 6
1 3 ,7 6 9
(1 , 9 2 7 )
(2 , 7 6 7 )
(3 , 7 8 1 )
5 ,2 9 4
2 2 ,1 2 5
(2 8 , 7 4 6 )
(6 8 , 8 4 2 )
(1 7 , 9 1 8 )
1 ,9 1 4
(9 1 , 4 6 7 )
5 1 6 ,2 2 8
(3 0 6 , 2 4 9 )
(1 9 4 , 6 0 1 )
(1 7 , 9 1 8 )
(3 2 7 )

Y T D V a ria n c e
£ '0 0 0
(2 2 0 )
(8 9 0 )
(1 , 0 4 0 )
(4 3 5 )
(2 , 5 8 5 )
1 ,8 5 7
(9 8 8 )
(2 , 5 1 6 )
2 ,0 4 5
398
1 ,8 4 3
(2 , 5 8 9 )
(2 , 7 0 7 )
607
(2 , 8 4 6 )
191
238
(5 5 9 )
(2 5 )
(1 5 5 )
246
(1 , 7 1 3 )
(1 , 2 6 7 )
(3 0 7 )
(3 , 0 4 1 )
3 ,1 5 2
(1 , 9 5 1 )
(1 , 8 3 7 )
(6 6 9 )
(1 , 3 0 5 )
5 ,4 5 9
454
(4 , 6 9 2 )
(2 5 9 )
962
651
78
(4 6 7 )
(7 0 3 )
(4 4 1 )
762
(9 9 )
137
(1 , 0 0 7 )
(2 0 7 )
341
202
(2 , 9 8 1 )
3 ,3 5 3
327
1 ,2 4 2
1 4 ,2 8 2
(7 , 2 5 8 )
(1 7 , 9 2 9 )
3 ,3 5 3
(4 2 6 )

L a st M o n th s
V a ria n c e
£ '0 0 0
(2 6 2 )
(7 5 7 )
(1 , 0 6 1 )
(4 2 8 )
(2 , 5 0 8 )
1 ,8 0 9
(8 5 7 )
(2 , 8 6 1 )
2 ,0 0 2
93
2 ,0 2 5
(2 , 2 6 4 )
(2 , 6 1 8 )
586
(2 , 2 7 1 )
393
214
(5 7 0 )
(4 7 )
(1 0 )
116
(1 , 4 7 1 )
(1 , 3 5 6 )
(2 7 6 )
(2 , 9 8 7 )
2 ,8 0 2
(2 , 2 8 0 )
(1 , 7 0 0 )
(6 3 0 )
(1 , 8 0 8 )
4 ,8 1 4
369
(4 , 4 8 4 )
(3 0 7 )
392
695
48
(4 6 6 )
(6 3 9 )
(3 6 2 )
1 ,0 0 2
(9 2 )
61
(9 1 6 )
55
718
216
(2 , 6 9 4 )
2 ,6 2 3
273
1 ,1 3 6
1 4 ,1 1 2
(6 , 8 7 4 )
(1 7 , 7 4 9 )
2 ,6 2 3
(3 8 2 )

( 2 ,8 6 7 )

( 7 ,9 7 8 )

( 8 ,2 7 0 )

M ove m e nt
£ '0 0 0
42
(1 3 3 )
21
(7 )
(7 7 )
48
(1 3 1 )
345
43
305
(1 8 2 )
(3 2 5 )
(8 9 )
21
(5 7 5 )
(2 0 2 )
24
11
22
(1 4 5 )
130
(2 4 2 )
89
(3 1 )
(5 4 )
350
329
(1 3 7 )
(3 9 )
503
645
85
(2 0 8 )
48
570
(4 4 )
30
(1 )
(6 4 )
(7 9 )
(2 4 0 )
(7 )
76
(9 1 )
(2 6 2 )
(3 7 7 )
(1 4 )
(2 8 7 )
730
54
106
170
(3 8 4 )
(1 8 0 )
730
(4 4 )

292
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Monthly trend for key expenditure types
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Expenditure By Type
Annual
Budget
£'000

YTD
Budget
£'000

YTD
Expend
£'000

YTD
Variance
£'000

Last Month
Variance
£'000

Movement
in Month
£'000

PAY

Medical Staff
Nursing Staff
A&C Staff/Senior Manager
PAMS
Directors
Scientific/Professional
Other
Sub-total

(105,089)
(115,302)
(51,103)
(15,909)
(1,524)
(35,478)
(1,911)
(326,316)

(96,342)
(105,578)
(46,824)
(14,576)
(1,397)
(32,522)
(1,752)
(298,991)

(98,567)
(107,684)
(47,476)
(14,604)
(1,180)
(34,808)
(1,930)
(306,249)

(2,225)
(2,106)
(652)
(28)
217
(2,286)
(178)
(7,258)

(2,379)
(1,948)
(671)
(40)
220
(1,886)
(170)
(6,874)

154
(158)
19
12
(3)
(400)
(8)
(384)

Clinical Supplies
Drugs
Non Clinical Supplies
PFI
Capital Charges
Interest and Dividends
Recharges
Misc. Other Operating Expens
Sub-total

(51,286)
(45,589)
(34,856)
(18,389)
(17,844)
(23,205)
103
(29,698)
(220,764)

(47,000)
(41,835)
(32,047)
(16,857)
(16,357)
(21,271)
99
(22,576)
(197,844)

(52,758)
(47,219)
(36,501)
(18,617)
(15,850)
(17,918)
(327)
(23,656)
(212,846)

(5,758)
(5,384)
(4,454)
(1,760)
507
3,353
(426)
(1,080)
(15,002)

(5,722)
(5,111)
(4,076)
(1,603)
511
2,623
(382)
(1,748)
(15,508)

(36)
(273)
(378)
(157)
(4)
730
(44)
668
506

T otal Expenditure

(547,080)

(496,835)

(519,095)

(22,260)

(22,382)

122

552,791

501,946

516,228

14,282

14,112

170

5,711

5,111

(2,867)

(7,978)

(8,270)

292

NON-PAY

All Income

Income and Expenditure
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Subjective Expenditure Overspends against Plan
 Savings plans which have been operational for several weeks have begun to yield savings, although the full effect
of these will be seen in month 12 due to the time lag for invoices:



Income moved favourably by £200k. The favourable variance is below year-to-date trend due to reduction in
patient activity and resolving year end activity disputes with PCTs.



Medical staffing is £2.3m overspent, a favourable movement of £137k. This is primarily due to a reduction of
A&E staff costs (GPs in A&E).



Nursing pay is £2.1m overspent, an unfavourable movement of £160k. Liver and Renal saw a £182k
overspend in month, and midwifery £47k. Other areas have seen reductions in line with savings plans.



Clinical Supplies are £5.7m overspent, an adverse movement of £24k in the month. This is a significant
reduction on the YTD trend, and is a result of a restriction in ordering and improved stock control; through
the introduction of theatre cabinets and the work of the Procurement Materials Management Team.



Drugs are £5.4m overspent, a £273k adverse movement. The majority of this is within specialist medicine–
and is recoverable from PCTs in general.



External contracts are £2.9m overspent and moved unfavourably by £500k in month due to PFI changes
previously shown under capital charges.



Capital charges are £3.3m underspent, a £728k favourable movement due to the reduction in the accrual for
the PDC dividend. As the capital programme is behind schedule, the amount which needs to be provided for
has been reduced YTD.
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Cardiac and Neurosciences Divisions

 Cardiac key issues:
 Nursing £530k – bank and agency spend on
unfunded CRU beds
 A&C £145k – unachieved CIP.
 Income underperformance - £441k
 CIP achievement 56% - Contract income has moved
unfavourably in month, A&C staff
 Negative movement in month reduced on year to date
trend

 Neurosciences key issues:
 Clinical Supplies £646k – Activity and acuity
related
 Recharges £526k – Theatre recharges for new
Neuro theatre are significantly more than
planned at the start of the year.
 Drugs £443k – mainly Natulizumab, off tariff
 Income overperformance £221k. Areas of
Neurosurgery are overperforming by £1m, this
is offset by underperformance in Neuro Critical
care and Neurology
 CIP achievement 75% - non achievement of clinical
supplies savings
 Much reduced negative movement in month
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GEM Division/Surgery Divisions

 GEM key issues:
 ED Medical Staff, £1.3m overspent.

 Surgery key issues:
 Clinical Supplies £2.2m - £363k day surgery,

Additional locum spend to cover vacancies
and additional activity pressures.
 Diagnostic Expenditure, £5602k overspent.
Increased activity and acuity driven
 Income overperformance £2.8m
 CIP achievement 99% - Medical locum reduction
not achieved
 Significant positive movement in month due to
Southwark GP fees being released and
significant increase in income.

£356k Endoscopic. These are both activity
related, although spend has increased more than
activity.
 Medical Staff £1.47k – Anaesthetics,
orthopaedics and General Surgery. Activity
related locum expenditure
 Nursing Staff £105k
 CIP achievement 66% - Savings not achieved in
consumables (theatre cabinets) and additional
income. Actions being taken:
 Negative movement in month relates to income,
medical staff costs and Princess Grace invoice costs.
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Liver and Renal Divisions

 Liver key issues:
 Nursing £938k – acuity and vacancies have

 Renal key issues:
 Contract income – underperformance in

caused the overspend
 Drugs £379k – Partly off tariff and thus
recoverable, partly NCG funded
 Diagnostic Recharges £539k – assumed to be
activity related
 Liver income contains underperformance of
£388k in endoscopy
 CIP achievement 83% - CPX testing not yet
implemented.
 Positive movement in month for the first time due to
reduced expenditure and increased income

CAPD/APD and low clearance
 Nursing £473k –Due to increased dialysis activity
 CIP achievement 47% - due to income
underperformance in several areas
 Negative movement continues despite favourable
income movement. Nursing spend continues to be
above budget
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Agency and Locum Usage
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Nursing Bank Spend
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Cost Improvement Programme

Percentage Achievement against Month 11 CIP Target : 82%
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Weekly Expenditure Monitoring
Divisions have formulated savings plans which yield savings of £1-£1.5m per month from the 25th January to the
end of the financial year. These plans have been consolidated into a weekly monitoring template, the summary
page of which is below. Information on Bank, Agency, Medical Locum, Non pay expenditure and patient transport is
compiled weekly and monitored against agreed targets. A meeting is held each Tuesday to analyse and
performance monitor progress against these savings.
The following page shows the reduction in Agency booking seen since the introduction of these controls. Progress
to date has been encouraging, particularly in Nursing, A&C and AHP staffing groups.
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Statement of Financial Position
(Balance Sheet)
Non-current assets
Intangible assets
Property, plant and equipment
Trade and other receivables
Total non-current assets

31 March 2009

30 April 2009

31 May 2009

30 June 2009

31 July 2009

31 August 2009

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

30 September
30 Novem ber
2009
31 October 2009
2009
£000

£000

£000

31 Decem ber
2009

31 January 2010

28 February
2010

£000

£000

£000

1,010
327,169
5,018
333,197

980
329,991
5,018
335,989

935
343,107
5,018
349,060

1,062
346,092
5,018
352,172

1,017
349,685
5,018
355,720

932
349,437
5,018
355,388

1,353
351,919
5,018
358,290

1,292
352,871
5,018
359,180

1,330
352,504
4,995
358,829

1,284
355,229
5,018
361,532

1,229
354,231
5,192
360,652

1,343
356,102
5,192
362,637

9,433
22,200
2,761
11,960
33,723
80,077

9,698
13,077
2,684
21,921
33,378
80,758

9,097
9,321
4,645
25,802
22,054
70,919

9,426
11,592
3,942
19,912
26,283
71,155

9,342
15,725
4,172
29,516
10,577
69,332

10,174
15,712
2,454
31,782
16,184
76,305

11,042
14,864
4,358
41,894
3,459
75,617

11,658
25,729
4,622
35,646
7,105
84,759

10,036
22,764
4,149
32,052
15,883
84,884

10,385
21,148
4,707
31,146
19,131
86,517

10,510
23,670
5,587
26,549
16,079
82,396

10,429
21,411
4,145
25,506
8,673
70,164

Current liabilities
NHS trade payables
Non-NHS trade payables
Other payables
Borrowings
Provisions
Tax payable
Other liabilities
Total current liabilities

(3,640)
(7,292)
(35,083)
(4,624)
(1,483)
(6,459)
(1,919)
(60,500)

(3,758)
(7,384)
(38,529)
(4,564)
(1,483)
(6,585)
(262)
(62,567)

(2,737)
(7,870)
(43,232)
(4,564)
(1,461)
(6,709)
(262)
(66,835)

(3,617)
(12,746)
(40,180)
(4,419)
(1,405)
(6,775)
(233)
(69,375)

(3,507)
(11,227)
(43,434)
116
(1,251)
(6,776)
(214)
(66,293)

(3,494)
(18,954)
(41,652)
(73)
(1,206)
(6,713)
(190)
(72,282)

(3,634)
(18,704)
(37,770)
(62)
(1,161)
(6,804)
(161)
(68,296)

(4,425)
(22,742)
(42,090)
(52)
(1,119)
(6,864)
(127)
(77,418)

(7,577)
(18,330)
(43,277)
(41)
(1,076)
(6,893)
(224)
(77,419)

(6,720)
(18,177)
(46,707)
(4,531)
(1,034)
(6,934)
(224)
(84,327)

(6,803)
(19,225)
(40,103)
(21)
(676)
(6,956)
(224)
(74,009)

(4,508)
(10,462)
(39,730)
(8)
(635)
(6,968)
(224)
(62,535)

Total assets less current liabilities

352,774

354,181

353,144

353,952

358,760

359,411

365,611

366,522

366,293

363,721

369,039

370,266

Non-current liabilities
Trade and other payables
Borrowings
Provisions
Total non-current liabilities

(587)
(96,117)
(8,664)
(105,368)

0
(96,117)
(8,800)
(104,917)

0
(96,117)
(8,664)
(104,781)

0
(96,117)
(8,669)
(104,786)

0
(100,707)
(8,664)
(109,371)

0
(101,338)
(8,664)
(110,002)

0
(101,464)
(8,664)
(110,128)

0
(102,717)
(8,664)
(111,380)

0
(102,843)
(8,664)
(111,507)

0
(102,969)
(8,664)
(111,633)

0
(107,595)
(8,664)
(116,259)

0
(107,876)
(8,664)
(116,540)

Total assets employed

247,406

249,264

248,363

249,167

249,389

249,410

255,483

255,141

254,787

252,088

252,780

253,726

Financed by (taxpayers' equity)
Public Dividend Capital
Revaluation reserve
Donated Asset Reserve
Income and expenditure reserve
Total taxpayers' equity

128,052
91,775
18,785
8,795
247,406

128,052
92,673
18,818
9,722
249,264

128,052
92,624
18,911
8,776
248,363

128,052
92,619
18,864
9,632
249,167

128,052
92,575
19,231
9,531
249,389

128,052
92,593
19,280
9,485
249,410

135,528
92,540
19,312
8,103
255,483

135,528
92,553
19,303
7,758
255,141

135,528
92,308
19,300
7,652
254,787

135,528
92,241
19,256
7,064
254,088

135,528
92,156
19,826
5,270
252,780

135,528
92,080
19,953
6,165
253,726

Current assets
Inventories
NHS trade receivables
Non-NHS trade receivables
Other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents
Total current assets
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Capital Expenditure Summary
Tota l pe r ca pita l ca te gory

Budge t
Brought
Adj. During
Forw a rd from
09/10
08/09
P la n 09/10

Ex pe nditure
Tota l
09/10

P e riod
Budge t

Cost to
Com ple te

Actua l YTD

Tota l Cost
09/10

Major w orks
Minor w orks
IT and infras truc ture
Medic al Equipm ent
Intangibles
D onated

10,897
0
1,438
4,253
0
475

19,875
1,000
2,500
2,002
0
8,000

0
0
(462)
(1)
461
(6,110)

30,772
1,000
3,476
6,254
461
2,365

27,212
917
6,154
2,512
174
1,270

29,782
743
1,743
6,540
930
1,524

990
0
262
213
0
841

30,772
743
2,005
6,753
930
2,365

T otal C apital Position :

17,063

33,377

(6,112)

44,328

38,239

41,262

2,306

43,568

Pe riod
B udge t

B udge t
Gros s c apital expenditure b/f
Les s :
Sale of Property - 1-9 C utc om be R oad (exc l 3)
C apital D onations held on Trus t, NO F m onies
T otal

Actual to
date

Anticipate d
C hange s

Y/E
Fore cast

44,328

38,239

41,262

2,306

43,568

2,100
2,365
4,465

1,270
1,270

1,524
1,524

2,100
841
2,941

2,100
2,365
4,465

C apital C harge agains t C apital R es ourc e Lim it

39,863

36,969

39,738 -

635

39,103

D eprec iation / D oH C apital R es ourc e Lim it
External Borrow ing Loan (FTFF) - Energy Sc hem e
New PD C Equipm ent
Previous Year C apital Unders pend
Additional O perating s urplus 2008/09
FT C apital Plan

14,056
5,971
7,476
10,138
2,222
39,863

11,713
5,971
7,476
10,138
1,671
36,969

11,220
5,971
7,476
10,138
4,933 39,738

2,836
2,711
125

14,056
5,971
7,476
10,138
2,222
39,863

Variance : + ov e r / (-) unde r

0

(0)

0

(760)

(760)
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Over performance Invoiced – 2009/10
Q t r 1 In v o ic e d
S o u th w a r k
Croy don
B r o m le y
W est Kent
H illin g d o n ( f o r P IC U )
G r e e n w ic h T e a c h in g
H a r in g e y ( f o r B M T )
H o u n s lo w
S o u t h C e n t r a l S C G T h a m e s V a lle y
S o u th C e n tr a l S C G S o u th
Medw ay
W a n d s w o r th
E n f ie ld
E of E (NS C)
Is lin g t o n
H e a lt h c a r e C o m m is s io n f o r W a le s
C it y a n d H a c k n e y T e a c h in g
B e x le y ( f o r N IC U )
T o w e r H a m le t s ( f o r N e u r o R e h a b )
L e w is h a m
E o f E ( S O U T H ES S EX )
S urrey
E o f E ( B e d f o r d s h ir e )
New ham
E o f E ( N O R T H ES S EX )
Camden
T o w e r H a m le t s
E a s t M id la n d s S C G ( L e ic s )
E o f E ( H e r ts )
R e d b r id g e
H a v e r in g
E a s t M id la n d s S C G ( T r e n t )
W e s t K e n t ( f o r Ea s t S u s s e x PC T s )
W e s t K e n t ( f o r W e s t S u s s e x PC T )
S o u th W e s t S C G
Y o r k s h ir e a n d H u m b e r S C G
W e s t m in s t e r
L a m b e th
B a r k in g a n d D a g e n h a m
E a s t M id la n d s S C G ( N o r t h a n t s )
W a lt h a m F o r e s t
H illin g d o n
K in g s t o n
S u tto n a n d M e r to n
Harrow
B r e n t T e a c h in g
H a r in g e y T e a c h in g
H a m m e r s m it h a n d F u lh a m
R ic h m o n d a n d T w ic k e n h a m
B e x le y C a r e
E a lin g
K e n s in g t o n a n d C h e ls e a
B arnet
Ea s te r n a n d C o a s ta l K e n t

Q t r 2 In v o ic e d

Q t r 3 In v o ic e d

Ne t T o tal

C a s h R e c e iv e d

O u t s t a n d in g
C as h

1 ,6 3 4 ,7 8 4
8 8 ,7 6 2
3 3 3 ,7 2 7
6 7 3 ,0 6 8
5 8 ,8 9 6
5 9 ,4 6 5
3 3 ,9 5 8
9 2 ,9 5 1
9 7 ,5 7 7
5 1 ,4 1 5
8 6 ,7 5 9
6 5 ,6 7 6
7 7 ,7 3 3
2 7 5 ,2 4 2
4 8 ,2 1 7
3 0 ,5 5 3
1 7 ,4 9 1
1 9 8 ,8 9 1
0
5 2 0 ,2 3 9
7 ,8 1 6
1 0 6 ,7 3 6
1 3 5 ,3 6 0
1 3 6 ,5 7 7
1 6 3 ,1 5 1
( 1 3 ,5 0 0 )
4 5 ,3 1 2
5 5 ,4 3 0
( 2 0 ,0 0 6 )
5 3 ,9 1 9
2 8 ,7 2 0
( 3 3 ,2 0 1 )
1 6 ,9 5 9
1 5 4 ,7 7 3
7 0 ,1 2 9
( 2 5 ,7 0 8 )
5 6 ,8 0 5
8 2 1 ,5 4 1
( 2 4 ,1 5 9 )
2 9 ,7 6 4
( 1 9 ,6 2 3 )
2 5 ,5 1 7
2 5 ,5 5 1
( 3 0 ,0 5 7 )
1 6 ,2 2 0
2 6 ,7 3 8
( 5 1 ,7 0 2 )
1 3 ,8 2 7
( 5 ,3 3 3 )
1 2 ,2 8 2
( 5 2 ,4 5 1 )
( 6 1 ,6 4 1 )
( 1 9 ,5 1 3 )
( 3 4 2 ,2 0 6 )

2 ,1 6 9 ,7 2 6
5 3 0 ,2 0 6
5 8 3 ,2 1 6
1 ,2 7 1 ,6 9 0
7 8 ,3 2 9
1 6 1 ,7 2 0
3 3 9 ,0 9 3
1 4 3 ,4 2 8
2 3 5 ,3 5 5
7 1 ,2 9 6
9 4 ,1 4 8
2 0 9 ,6 0 2
7 7 ,0 0 6
2 8 ,2 4 6
5 7 ,3 4 8
1 1 2 ,2 5 3
5 3 ,6 6 8
2 9 7 ,8 2 8
4 5 ,7 5 8
1 ,4 6 4 ,0 6 0
( 4 5 ,5 8 1 )
4 4 ,6 1 6
5 8 ,2 4 5
6 1 ,3 1 3
6 7 ,5 5 0
3 9 ,1 7 8
2 2 ,4 6 7
3 8 ,4 3 0
( 6 5 ,8 0 6 )
( 4 ,1 5 0 )
1 3 ,1 9 5
( 3 ,5 8 4 )
1 5 7 ,2 8 9
1 4 6 ,1 8 1
2 2 4 ,6 6 0
2 0 ,1 1 6
3 4 ,5 9 9
1 ,7 4 6 ,8 6 7
( 2 ,0 7 0 )
( 2 ,8 9 2 )
( 2 5 ,5 4 5 )
( 1 0 ,0 8 6 )
1 7 ,8 7 9
9 4 ,1 5 3
1 0 0 ,3 6 1
( 4 2 ,4 2 6 )
( 5 1 ,6 0 0 )
4 ,9 7 4
( 1 6 ,6 5 8 )
( 3 3 ,5 3 7 )
( 4 0 ,4 5 5 )
( 3 4 ,2 0 3 )
( 1 5 ,3 0 4 )
( 4 2 8 ,0 5 4 )

2 ,2 9 1 ,4 9 0
5 4 1 ,3 6 0
1 ,2 1 5 ,9 2 9
9 8 6 ,6 7 8
4 8 6 ,3 9 1
3 4 0 ,4 0 0
3 2 7 ,5 3 4
2 0 6 ,8 8 2
1 0 0 ,5 4 3
2 5 5 ,3 3 2
2 5 1 ,0 7 1
1 5 6 ,5 6 2
9 5 ,9 9 3
1 2 3 ,5 1 3
6 9 ,2 9 7
1 1 7 ,2 4 8
4 3 ,2 9 9
1 0 9 ,3 4 0
4 9 ,8 9 4
1 ,9 4 2 ,7 0 1
6 6 ,6 7 7
5 1 ,9 0 3
5 6 ,5 4 0
3 2 ,1 5 8
5 5 ,7 1 5
4 7 ,7 2 0
4 1 ,8 4 9
3 8 ,3 4 9
3 4 ,1 4 1
3 0 ,1 0 8
4 6 ,3 0 6
4 1 ,1 5 4
7 1 ,8 9 6
2 8 9 ,4 3 4
5 3 5 ,4 7 9
( 4 ,3 9 9 )
1 9 5 ,4 6 0
2 ,4 4 4 ,5 9 1
9 2 ,5 4 7
534
( 7 ,6 0 9 )
( 1 0 ,1 1 3 )
3 4 ,3 6 1
( 8 3 ,8 2 1 )
( 1 3 ,2 5 5 )
1 7 ,3 8 9
( 4 ,9 6 9 )
( 1 9 ,2 2 7 )
( 4 6 ,2 1 1 )
2 1 ,2 5 4
( 5 3 ,7 4 0 )
( 5 9 ,4 6 8 )
( 7 5 ,8 5 9 )
( 6 6 5 ,4 8 1 )

6 ,0 9 6 ,0 0 0
1 ,1 6 0 ,3 2 8
2 ,1 3 2 ,8 7 2
2 ,9 3 1 ,4 3 6
6 2 3 ,6 1 6
5 6 1 ,5 8 5
7 0 0 ,5 8 5
4 4 3 ,2 6 1
4 3 3 ,4 7 6
3 7 8 ,0 4 4
4 3 1 ,9 7 8
4 3 1 ,8 4 0
2 5 0 ,7 3 2
4 2 7 ,0 0 1
1 7 4 ,8 6 3
2 6 0 ,0 5 4
1 1 4 ,4 5 7
6 0 6 ,0 5 9
9 5 ,6 5 2
3 ,9 2 7 ,0 0 0
2 8 ,9 1 2
2 0 3 ,2 5 6
2 5 0 ,1 4 5
2 3 0 ,0 4 9
2 8 6 ,4 1 6
7 3 ,3 9 8
1 0 9 ,6 2 8
1 3 2 ,2 0 8
( 5 1 ,6 7 1 )
7 9 ,8 7 7
8 8 ,2 2 1
4 ,3 6 9
2 4 6 ,1 4 5
5 9 0 ,3 8 7
8 3 0 ,2 6 8
( 9 ,9 9 1 )
2 8 6 ,8 6 3
5 ,0 1 3 ,0 0 0
6 6 ,3 1 8
2 7 ,4 0 6
( 5 2 ,7 7 7 )
5 ,3 1 8
7 7 ,7 9 0
( 1 9 ,7 2 5 )
1 0 3 ,3 2 6
1 ,7 0 1
( 1 0 8 ,2 7 1 )
(426)
( 6 8 ,2 0 2 )
(0)
( 1 4 6 ,6 4 5 )
( 1 5 5 ,3 1 2 )
( 1 1 0 ,6 7 5 )
( 1 ,4 3 5 ,7 4 1 )

( 4 ,5 6 7 ,7 7 5 )
( 5 0 ,5 1 8 )
( 1 ,5 2 4 ,7 5 7 )
( 2 ,4 2 8 ,7 0 8 )
( 1 3 7 ,2 2 5 )
( 1 7 3 ,6 6 7 )
( 3 3 4 ,5 3 5 )
( 8 5 ,8 1 9 )
( 8 6 ,3 8 3 )
( 5 4 ,0 0 3 )
( 2 5 4 ,5 9 4 )
( 2 7 5 ,2 7 8 )
( 1 1 1 ,7 5 4 )
( 3 0 3 ,4 8 8 )
( 5 7 ,3 4 8 )
( 1 4 2 ,8 0 6 )
0
( 4 9 6 ,7 1 9 )
0
( 3 ,8 6 0 ,0 9 0 )
3 4 ,7 8 9
( 1 4 0 ,5 0 3 )
( 1 9 3 ,6 0 5 )
( 1 7 3 ,8 6 4 )
( 2 3 0 ,7 0 1 )
( 2 5 ,9 5 9 )
( 6 7 ,7 7 9 )
( 9 1 ,9 5 9 )
8 5 ,8 1 2
( 4 9 ,7 6 9 )
( 7 9 ,3 2 2 )
3 ,0 9 3
( 2 4 0 ,5 1 5 )
( 5 9 0 ,3 8 7 )
( 8 3 0 ,2 6 8 )
9 ,9 9 1
( 2 8 6 ,8 6 3 )
( 5 ,0 1 3 ,0 0 0 )
( 6 6 ,3 1 8 )
( 3 3 ,9 3 6 )
4 5 ,1 6 8
( 1 3 ,3 2 8 )
( 8 6 ,2 1 3 )
8 ,9 6 4
( 1 1 6 ,5 8 1 )
( 2 6 ,7 3 8 )
7 6 ,7 8 2
( 3 3 ,1 6 0 )
3 0 ,8 6 0
( 4 2 ,9 9 9 )
9 2 ,9 0 6
6 1 ,6 4 1
0
7 7 0 ,2 6 0

1 ,5 2 8 ,2 2 5
1 ,1 0 9 ,8 1 0
6 0 8 ,1 1 5
5 0 2 ,7 2 8
4 8 6 ,3 9 1
3 8 7 ,9 1 8
3 6 6 ,0 5 0
3 5 7 ,4 4 2
3 4 7 ,0 9 3
3 2 4 ,0 4 1
1 7 7 ,3 8 4
1 5 6 ,5 6 2
1 3 8 ,9 7 8
1 2 3 ,5 1 3
1 1 7 ,5 1 5
1 1 7 ,2 4 8
1 1 4 ,4 5 7
1 0 9 ,3 4 0
9 5 ,6 5 2
6 6 ,9 1 0
6 3 ,7 0 1
6 2 ,7 5 3
5 6 ,5 4 0
5 6 ,1 8 5
5 5 ,7 1 5
4 7 ,4 3 9
4 1 ,8 4 9
4 0 ,2 4 9
3 4 ,1 4 1
3 0 ,1 0 8
8 ,8 9 9
7 ,4 6 2
5 ,6 3 0
0
0
0
0
(0)
(0)
( 6 ,5 3 0 )
( 7 ,6 0 9 )
( 8 ,0 1 0 )
( 8 ,4 2 3 )
( 1 0 ,7 6 1 )
( 1 3 ,2 5 5 )
( 2 5 ,0 3 7 )
( 3 1 ,4 8 9 )
( 3 3 ,5 8 6 )
( 3 7 ,3 4 2 )
( 4 2 ,9 9 9 )
( 5 3 ,7 3 9 )
( 9 3 ,6 7 1 )
( 1 1 0 ,6 7 5 )
( 6 6 5 ,4 8 1 )

5 ,7 4 9 ,4 3 3

1 0 ,0 9 4 ,1 0 0

1 2 ,9 1 2 ,8 7 1

2 8 ,7 5 6 ,4 0 3

( 2 2 ,1 5 8 ,9 6 8 )

6 ,5 9 7 ,4 3 5
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Timetable for monthly activity reporting
Timetable for monthly activity reporting and report availibility for 2009-10

Month

Inclusion date (1)

First reconciliation point
(2)

Post-reconciliation
inclusion date (3)

Final reconcilation point
(4)

April-09

Thu 21 May 09

Mon 1 June 09

Tue 23 June 09

Wed 1 July 09

May-09

Tue 23 June

Wed 1 July

Wed 22 July

Thu 30 July

June-09

Wed 22 July

Thu 30 July

Fri 21 August

Tue 1 September

July-09

Fri 21 August

Tue 1 September

Tue 22 September

Wed 30 September

August 09

Tue 22 September

Wed 30 September

Thu 22 October

Fri 30 October

September-09

Thu 22 October

Fri 30 October

Tue 24 November

Wed 2 December

October-09

Tue 24 November

Wed 2 December

Fri 18 December

Wed 30 December

November-09

Fri 18 December

Wed 30 December

Fri 22 January 10

Mon 1 February 10

December-09

Fri 22 January 10

Mon 1 February 10

Tue 23 February 10

Wed 3 March 10

January-10

Tue 23 February 10

Wed 3 March 10

Tue 23 March 10

Wed 31 March 10

February-10

Tue 23 March 10

Wed 31 March 10

Thu 22 April 10

Fri 30 April 10

March-10

Thu 22 April 10

Fri 30 April 10

Fri 21 May 10

Tue 1 June 10

1.Date by which providers need to submit date for inclusion in the report available for monthly reconciliation. The cut-off time for submitting
data is 5pm.
2.Date when report of PbR activity is available for commissioners to facilitate reconciliation between providers and commissioners.
3. Date by which providers and comminssioners need to have resolved any issues relating to data submitted. The cut-off time for submitting
any late or amended data is 5pm.
4.Date when final reconciliation report is available
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Working Capital - Debtors
Total Outstanding

0 - 30 days

31 - 60 days

61 -90 days

Over 90 days

£

£

£

£

£

NHS Bodies
Primary Care Trusts
Department of Health / SHA
Provider Trusts
NHS Trade Debtors
Provision for Bad Debts
NHS Bodies Total

14,886,799
1,191,997
5,650,255
21,729,052
(318,135)
21,410,917

7,925,215
1,066,937
1,193,791
10,185,942
10,185,942

2,879,559
3,877
903,070
3,786,506
3,786,506

245,531
29,878
359,882
635,291
635,291

3,836,495
91,305
3,193,513
7,121,313
(318,135)
6,803,178

1,075,170
288,335
579,982
283,451
613,365
1,826,244
4,666,547
(521,989)
4,144,559

349,518
214,596
26,784
28,826
328,344
684,096
1,632,164
1,632,164

5,711
36,113
32,547
7,242
367,071
448,684
448,684

311,201
21,939
9,909
8,832
246,576
80,743
679,200
679,200

414,451
46,090
507,176
213,246
31,203
694,334
1,906,499
(521,989)
1,384,511

11,818,106

4,235,189

1,314,491

Non NHS Bodies
Scottish, Welsh & Irish Bodies
Councils, Legal & Educational bodies
Overseas Visitors
King's College London University
King's Charitable Trust
Other Non NHS Bodies
Non NHS Trade Debtors
Provision for Bad Debts
Non NHS Bodies Total

26,395,599

Accounts Receivable
% of Total Outstanding - Month 11
Month 10
Private Patients Accounts Receivable

9,027,813

100%
100%

45%
36%

16%
15%

5%
19%

34%
30%

5,327,763

1,137,288

1,238,764

606,756

2,344,955
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Working Capital - Creditors

Per Accounts Payable Ledger

NHS Bodies
Non NHS Bodies

Total
% of Total Outstanding - Month 11
% of Total Outstanding - Month 10

Overall Total
£

0 - 30 days
£

31 - 60 days
£

61 -90 days
£

Over 90 days
£

4,507,219

1,352,257

1,392,531

781,454

980,977

10,461,780

4,820,923

4,138,945

802,149

699,763

14,968,999

6,173,180

5,531,476

1,583,603

1,680,741

100%
100%

41%
20%

37%
33%

11%
25%

11%
22%

Invoiced trade creditors – excludes accruals and employer costs
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Public Sector Payments Policy
P a id to N H S O rg a n isa tio n s
T h ro u g h
AP
£'00 0
1,5 35

D ire ct
D e b it
£'00 0

A m o u n t P a id o n T im e
T h ro u g h
AP
£'00 0
2 88

D ire ct
D e b it
£ '0 0 0

Public Sector Payments Policy
20 09 /10

A p ril

0

T o ta l
£'00 0
1 ,53 5

0

T o ta l
£ '0 0 0
2 88

% of
AP
1 9%

% of
% P a id
DD
o n T a rg e t
0%
19%
1 00 %
64%

May

2,8 71

2,7 08

5 ,57 9

8 79

2,7 08

3 ,5 87

3 1%

Ju n e

2,6 41

1,7 96

4 ,43 7

1,3 64

1,7 96

3 ,1 60

5 2%

1 00 %

Ju ly

2,8 38

2,6 77

5 ,51 5

1,7 61

2,6 77

4 ,4 38

6 2%

1 00 %

A u g u st

2,6 03

2,5 28

5 ,13 1

1,5 74

2,5 28

4 ,1 02

6 0%

1 00 %

S e p te m b e r

1,6 90

2,1 32

3 ,82 2

1 01

2,1 32

2 ,2 33

6%

1 00 %

O cto b e r

2,7 57

7 27

3 ,48 4

1,5 75

7 27

2 ,3 02

5 7%

1 00 %

No ve m b e r

1 83

3,3 34

3 ,51 7

1 09

3,3 34

3 ,4 43

6 0%

1 00 %

De ce m b e r

1,1 42

3,9 12

5 ,05 4

7

3,9 12

3 ,9 19

1%

1 00 %

Ja n u a ry

1,7 37

4,8 41

6 ,57 8

5 71

4,8 41

5 ,4 12

3 3%

1 00 %

F e b ru a ry

7,0 33

2,5 28

9 ,56 1

2,2 94

2,5 28

4 ,8 22

3 3%

1 00 %

2 7,0 30

2 7,1 83

54 ,21 3

1 0,5 23

2 7,1 83

37 ,7 06

3 9%

1 00 %

P a id to N o n N H S O rg a n isa tio n s

A p ril
May

D ire ct
D e b it
£'00 0
4,3 41
1 4,0 86

T o ta l
£'00 0
18 ,59 1
26 ,10 8

T h ro u g h
AP
£'00 0
1 3,0 24
9,3 50

D ire ct
D e b it
£ '0 0 0
4,3 41
1 4,0 86

T o ta l
£ '0 0 0
17 ,3 65
23 ,4 36

% of
AP
9 1%
7 8%

Ju n e

1 8,1 73

5,7 80

23 ,95 3

1 3,4 92

5,7 80

19 ,2 72

7 4%

1 00 %

Ju ly

1 8,9 27

3,9 80

22 ,90 7

1 4,5 95

3,9 80

18 ,5 75

7 7%

1 00 %

9,7 66

5,3 18

15 ,08 4

7,5 35

5,3 18

12 ,8 53

7 7%

1 00 %

S e p te m b e r

1 8,8 92

4,1 90

23 ,08 2

8,9 47

4,1 90

13 ,1 37

4 7%

1 00 %

O cto b e r

1 2,0 75

4,4 45

16 ,52 0

5,9 82

4,4 45

10 ,4 27

5 0%

1 00 %

No ve m b e r

1 6,6 16

4,2 32

20 ,84 8

6,5 15

4,2 32

10 ,7 47

3 9%

1 00 %

De ce m b e r

1 7,2 58

5,0 67

22 ,32 5

7,3 01

5,0 67

12 ,3 68

4 2%

1 00 %

Ja n u a ry

1 4,6 22

4,2 05

18 ,82 7

7,0 01

4,2 05

11 ,2 06

4 8%

1 00 %

F e b ru a ry

2 0,9 56

4,9 52

25 ,90 8

1 0,3 06

4,9 52

15 ,2 58

4 9%

1 00 %

17 3,5 57

6 0,5 96

2 34 ,15 3

10 4,0 48

6 0,5 96

1 64 ,6 44

6 0%

1 00 %

A u g u st

19%
42%
51%
59%
63%
62%
63%
67%
68%
70%
68%

A m o u n t P a id o n T im e

T h ro u g h
AP
£'00 0
1 4,2 50
1 2,0 22

20 09 /10

71%
80%
80%
58%
66%
98%
78%
82%
50%
70%

Cu m Ave
o n T a rg e t

% of
% P a id
DD
o n T a rg e t
1 00 %
93%
1 00 %
90%

80%
81%
85%
57%
63%
52%
55%
60%
59%
70%

Cu m Ave
o n T a rg e t

93%
92%
88%
86%
86%
81%
79%
75%
73%
72%
70%
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Glossary
CIP – Cost Improvement Plan
SLA – Service Level Agreement
PDC – Public Dividend Capital
PSPP – Public Sector Payment Policy
Working Capital Facility - represents a sum of money reserved by the relevant bank for potential use by
the Foundation Trust
Asset - An asset is a resource controlled by the enterprise as a result of past events and from which future
economic benefits are expected to flow to the enterprise
Liability - an entity's present obligation arising from a past event, the settlement of which will result in an
outflow of economic benefits from the entity
Equity - the residual interest in the entity's assets after deducting its liabilities
EBITDA – Earnings before Interest, Taxation, Depreciation and Amortisation
EBITDA Achieved (% of Plan) – measures the achievement of earnings against plan
EBITDA Margin (%) – Measures Earnings as a percentage of total income indicating underlying
performance
Return on Assets excluding Dividends – Net surplus before Dividends as a percentage of average
assets indicating financial efficiency
I & E Surplus margin net of dividends – Net surplus as a percentage of total income indicating financial
efficiency
Liquidity Ratio (days) - The liquidity ratio (days) indicates the number of days that net liquid assets can
cover operating expenses without further cash coming from cash sales of fixed or long-term assets.
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Enc 2.4

Trust Board
Month 10 Performance Report
23rd March 2010

Roland Sinker
Director of Operations

1

Executive Summary

• At month 10 the Trust was on target for 3 out of the 4 key deliverables
18 weeks, infection control and emergency ‘4 hour wait’ on target
Average length of stay – both elective and non-elective average length of stay
were off target in month 10. As predicted in the month 9 report improvements were
not recognised in month due to seasonal complexity of emergency patients into
medicine and the additional challenge in January due to outbreaks of noro-virus on
our wards. The elective average length of stay in January was a significant
improvement on the same time last year.
 We achieved a ‘green’ governance rating in month 10, which we have to maintain
over the remainder of Q4
Other indicators on the scorecard are meeting targets, with some exceptions
where performance has been below target for 2 consecutive months. This includes
elective MRSA screening, where significant improvements have been seen, but we
need a final push to obtain screening information from referring hospitals.

2

Emergency ‘4 hour wait’ performance
met the target in month 10
A &E 4 Hour perf ormanc e Ty pe 1
Target
A &E 4 Hour perf ormanc e A ll Ty pes

A&E 4 Hour Wait Pe rformance
99.0%
98.5%

%

98.0%
97.5%
97.0%
96.5%
96.0%
95.5%
Jan-10

Dec-09

Nov-09

Oct-09

Sep-09

Aug-09

Jul-09

Jun-09

May-09

Apr-09

Mar-09

Feb-09

Jan-09

Dec-08

Nov-08

Oct-08

Sep-08

Aug-08

Jul-08

Jun-08

May-08

Apr-08

M onth

In month 10 the Trust achieved the 98% emergency department ‘4 hour wait’
target, despite pressures due to adverse weather conditions. In comparison to the
same time last year the trust saw an improvement on performance. For type 1 the
Trust achieved 97.82%, and for all types we achieved 98.18%. The Emergency
Department remains vulnerable to days with extreme surges in activity but the
ongoing action plan is improving resilience (e.g. work with the London Ambulance
Service).

3

18 Week Referral to Treatment is
meeting the targets
A d m itte d P a tie n ts
% under 18 w eeks
G e n e ra l S u rg e ry
U ro lo g y
T ra u m a & O rth o p a e d ic s
O p h th a lm o lo g y
O ra l S u rg e ry
N e u ro s u rg e ry
C a rd io th o ra c ic S u rg e ry
G e n e ra l M e d ic in e
G a s tro e n te ro lo g y
C a rd io lo g y
D e rm a to lo g y
T h o ra c ic M e d ic in e
N e u ro lo g y
G e ria tric M e d ic in e
G yn a e c o lo g y
O th e r
G ra n d T o ta l

95
97
92
93
96
90
92
100
98
95
96
100
100
100
91
92
94

N o n - A d m itte d P a tie n ts
% under 18 w eeks
G e n e ra l S u rg e ry
U ro lo g y
T ra u m a & O rth o p a e d ic s
O p h th a lm o lo g y
O ra l S u rg e ry
N e u ro s u rg e ry
P la s tic S u rg e ry
C a rd io th o ra c ic S u rg e ry
G e n e ra l M e d ic in e
G a s tro e n te ro lo g y
C a rd io lo g y
D e rm a to lo g y
T h o ra c ic M e d ic in e
N e u ro lo g y
R h e u m a to lo g y
G e ria tric M e d ic in e
G yn a e c o lo g y
O th e r
G ra n d T o ta l

97
96
98
99
99
96
100
100
98
100
100
97
99
96
96
97
98
99
98

In Quarter 4 the Trust is required
to achieve the 18 week referral to
treatment targets for admitted
(90%) and non admitted (95%)
patients in every specialty.
In month 10 we achieved this in all
specialties as required.
As noted at last month’s
performance committee, due to
outbreaks of noro-virus across the
Trust in January, leading to some
routine elective cases being
postponed, we have challenges in
maintaining this performance.
Each Division has adjusted their
plans to ensure we deliver.

4

Infection Control is meeting
the targets
MRSA A c tual

M R S A B a c te ra e m ia

MRSA National Ex pec ted Limit

In month 9 we recorded an additional 3
MRSA bacteraemia cases, a total of 25 for
the year. This is an improvement of 24%
over the same period in 2008/09, where we
had recorded 33 cases. Planning is in
place for much more challenging targets
next year.

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Bacteraemias

Number of

MRSA PCT Ex pec ted Limit

Jan-10

Dec-09

Nov-09

Oct-09

Sep-09

Aug-09

Jul-09

Jun-09

May-09

Apr-09

Mar-09

Feb-09

Jan-09

Dec-08

Nov-08

Oct-08

Sep-08

Aug-08

Jul-08

Jun-08

May-08

Apr-08

M o n th

C D IF Actu a l

C - D iffic ile

Number of cases

C D IF Na tio n a l Exp e cte d L imit
40
30
20
10
0
Jan-10

Dec-09

Nov-09

Oct-09

Sep-09

Aug-09

Jul-09

Jun-09

May-09

Apr-09

Mar-09

Feb-09

Jan-09

Dec-08

Nov-08

Oct-08

Sep-08

Aug-08

Jul-08

Jun-08

May-08

Apr-08

In month 10 we recorded an additional 6 CDifficile cases, giving us a total of 105 for
the year. This is an improvement of 30%
over the same period in 2008/09, where we
had recorded 151 cases.

M o n th

VRE Bacteraemia

V RE A ctual

Number of
Cases

V RE Trust Expec ted Limit

10
8

In month 10 we recorded 5 additional VRE
bacteraemia case. We are ahead of our
expected limit by 5 cases.

6
4
2
0
Jan-10

Dec-09

Nov-09

Oct-09

Sep-09

Aug-09

Jul-09

Jun-09

May-09

Apr-09

Mar-09

Feb-09

Jan-09

Dec-08

Nov-08

Oct-08

Sep-08

Aug-08

Jul-08

Jun-08

May-08

Apr-08

Month

5

Average Length of Stay is not
meeting the target, but has seen
improvements in month
8

Target

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
Jan-10

Dec-09

Nov-09

Oct-09

Sep-09

Aug-09

Jul-09

Jun-09

May-09

Apr-09

Mar-09

Feb-09

Jan-09

0

Actual
Target

Average Length of Stay - Non-Elective

8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Jan-10

Dec-09

Nov-09

Oct-09

Sep-09

Aug-09

Jul-09

Jun-09

May-09

Apr-09

Mar-09

0
Feb-09

The non-elective length of stay
increased in month 10. The
increase can be put down to
continued winter pressures. We
experienced an increase in the
number of emergency complex
elderly patients and the number of
complex surgical patients. We
expect to see a continuation in this
trend for the early parts of February
and then a reduction in March.

Actual

Average Length of Stay - Elective

Jan-09

In month 10, the Trust elective
average length of stay (ALOS)
improved marginally on month 9. As
we noted in the previous months
performance report, December and
January are often months where we
have a higher length of stay. The
month 10 position this year showed
a significant improvement on the
same time last year reducing from
an average of 7.1 days down to 5.6
days.
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We achieved a ‘green’ rating for
governance in month 10
Kings College Hospital N HS Foundation Trust
M onitor Governance Com pliance
Q uarter 4
Jan‐10
Green = less than 1.0
Am ber = from 1.0 to 2.9
Red = 3.0 or m ore
Target

Threshold

Trust Q 4
perform ance

W eighting

151

105

1

40

25

1

94%

100.00%

98%

100.00%

85%

94.70%

In month 10 we achieved a
‘green’ governance rating,
improving from the ‘amber’
ratings we achieved in Q2
and Q3. We have improved
against the cancer wait
targets, this remains a
challenge each month,
especially as we are having
to re-balance the affects of
noro-virus on our wards.

Clostridium difficile year on year reduction
M RSA ‐ m aintaining the annual num ber of
M RSA bloodstream infections at less than
half the 2003/04 level
31 day w ait for second or subsequent
treatm ent: surgery
31 day w ait for second or subsequent
treatm ent: anti cancer drug treatm ents
62 day w ait for first treatm ent from urgent
GP referral to treatm ent: all cancers
62 day w ait for first treatm ent from
consultant screening service referral: all
cancers
31 day w ait from diagnosis to first treatm ent:
all cancers
Tw o w eek w ait from referral to date seen: all
cancers
For adm itted patients, m axim um tim e of 18
w eeks from point of referral to treatm ent
For non‐adm itted patients, m axim um tim e of
18 w eeks from point of referral to treatm ent
M axim um w aiting tim e of 4 hours in A& E
from arrival to adm ission, transfer or
discharge
People suffereing heart attack to receive
thrm bolysis w ithin 60 m inutes of call (w here
this is teh preferred local treatm ent for heart
attack)
Screening all elective inpatients for M RSA

KCH Q uarter 4 Score

1

1
90%

100.00%

96%

100.00%

0.5

93%

94.40%

0.5

90%

94.00%

1

All specialties
achieved

95%

98.00%

1

All specialties
achieved

98%

98.18%

0.5

68%

N /A

0.5

Published Policy Published Policy

We need to maintain this
performance through Q4.

0.5

0

7

The Trust has not met targets for two
consecutive months in 6 areas
KPI

Status

MRSA Screening Elective

Month 10 performance improved to 95% from
90%. Key issues are with data quality for cardiac
patients referred from other hospitals.
In month 10 performance was at 65% against the
trust local target of 80%.

Appraisals

At month 10 the percentage of staff appraised
improved from 40% to 48%, but remained off the
target of 75%
The Trust remains off target against the sickness
and absence target of 3%, in month 10 reporting a
position of 3.3%. The position has remained
static for a few months and we need to start to
see this turn downwards.

Action Plan

Cardiac developing an action plan to capture
MRSA screening from referring hospitals. We
expect to see the benefits of this in March.
Timely response to
All Divisions are reviewing their processes to
complaints
ensure 80% compliance is achieved. Patient
complaints are reviewing their processes to
assist compliance e.g. more effective triage
Divisions working closely with coding team to
Coding Completeness The trust is not achieving against its internal
by cut off date (within 5 coding completeness targets. However the trust improve against internal target. Liver are
working days)
is achieving 100% in time for final freeze dates for auditing cases monthly to explore areas
contract monitoring and is ahead of its coding
where coding depth can be improved. Coding
team developing automated feedback tool to
depth targets.
clinicians to sign off coding. To be piloted
with mortality patients.
Pressure sores
Increase in pressure sores recorded in month 10, CC/Surgery are reviewing the cases and will
mainly in the division of cc/surgery.
develop an action plan from the learnings.

Sickness & Absence

All divisions have action plans in place to
achieve required targets for year end.
All Divisions have sickness case conferences
and weekly reviews in place. All divisions
have escalated awareness of this indicator to
all teams.
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Enclosure 2.5a

Board of Directors
23 March 2010

Quality Focus

Tim Smart
Chief Executive

1

This presentation updates the Board of Directors on the
Independent Inquiry into care provided by Mid-Staffordshire
NHS Foundation Trust January 2005 – March 2009 – Chaired
by Robert Francis QC
Key findings from the Independent Inquiry
Report Recommendations
Next steps

2

Reports into Mid Staffordshire NHS
Foundation Trust
•

Highly critical HCC report published in March 09 in response to concerns about high
HSMR and standards of care

•

The Trust had achieved FT status and was not an outlier in terms of routine
operational performance ratings

•

Two previous reviews commissioned by DH
–
–

•

Prof Sir George Alberti into emergency care
David Colin-Thome - lessons for commissioners and performance managers

This report commissioned by Secretary of State to:
–
–
–

give those most affected by poor care an opportunity to tell their stories,
to ensure that lessons are learnt
to gather views & experiences from staff & seek explanations from managers & Directors

•

Not to bring individuals to account but an opportunity to examine the processes of
accountability

•

Inquiry contacted by 966 members of the public & 82 members of staff
3

Findings: Patient Experience and Safety
•

Complaints predominantly focused on A&E, EAU, and 5 wards –
mainly elderly care but included medicine and surgery

•

The majority about basic nursing care
– distressing accounts of bad care, denials of dignity and unnecessary
suffering often in the last days and hours of life

•

The areas in which detailed accounts were heard included:
– continence and bladder care; safety; personal & oral hygiene; nutrition
and hydration; pressure area care; cleanliness & infection control;
privacy & dignity; record keeping; diagnosis and treatment;
communication; discharge management

4

Findings: Staffing
• A&E – chronically understaffed with weak clinical
leadership
• EAU – very unpopular place to work. Staffing
poor. Pressure “intolerable”
• Wards – understaffing a long term problem

5

Findings: Response to financial pressures
• Solutions to financial pressures.
– Workforce reduction plan
– Ward reconfiguration (5 wards to 3 floors)
– Skill mix changed from 60:40 unqualified to 40:60

• No evidence of board approval in relation to staffing or
skill mix changes and Director of Clinical standards not
involved
• Workforce review when finally undertaken took too long
6

Findings: Organisational Culture
•
•

Culture was not conducive to providing good care for patients or
providing a supportive working environment for staff
Factors contributing to this:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Bullying – staff reported a ‘forceful style of management’
Target-driven priorities – pressure to meet 4 hour target generated fear
Management and consultant body disengaged
Low staff morale – constant strain of financial difficulties, staff cuts &
high sickness rates
Isolation – Trust worked in isolation from the wider NHS community
Lack of openness – Board business in private
Acceptance of poor standards of conduct – unwillingness to use
governance & disciplinary procedures to tackle poor performance
Reliance on external assessments – relied on favourable external
assessments rather than internal assessment and feedback
Denial – an unfortunate tendency to discount unfavourable reports
7

Findings: Governance
• Lack of effective clinical governance – noted in CHI
report from 2002 (no action taken)
– Clinical audit poorly developed
– Poor incident reporting – lack of feedback to staff
– Very poor complaints management – no effective remedial
action & very limited reporting to the Board
– Appraisal and professional development accorded a low priority

• Reluctance to take disciplinary action or manage poor
performance
• Whistle-blowers – not treated with respect or concerns
properly investigated
• Medical Director and Director of Clinical Standards the
only two routes for clinical views to reach the Board
8

Findings: The Board
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Interpreted the division between strategic and operational roles too
rigidly
Board approach was passive – little challenge was evident
Confused about responsibilities
A focus on systems not outcomes
FT application was seen as the route for making improvements
No public engagement
Thought the HCC report was “unfair”
Medical Director – reluctant recruit & didn’t describe himself as a
leader
Director of Clinical Standards – unpopular
Director of Operations – focused on targets and tasks

9

Next steps
• Board committee structures are being reviewed to strengthen governance and
assurance processes at KCH
• The Board agenda will be reviewed to ensure systematic approach to quality assurance
• In view of the challenging financial times ahead:
•

Quality and safety messages need to be clear and transparent, and consistent at
every level of the Trust, with simple systems, openness and transparency to
encourage reporting of concerns.

•

Quality component of performance meetings will be further strengthened

•

Any changes to services and staffing should be risk assessed and evidence based

• In addition:
•

Patient complaints will be jointly reviewed by Director of Operations, Director of
Nursing and Medical Director to ensure that individual patient stories can affect
change

•

Detailed monthly Patient Experience Report including HRWD, complaints and
PALS information should form a regular item at each Board of Directors

• A systematic review of the recommendations of the Francis report relevant to KCH will
be presented to the Board in April
10

Enc 2.5b

2009 National
Outpatient Survey
Board of Directors
23 March 2010

Tim Smart
Chief Executive
1

National Outpatient Survey
2009 - background
Postal questionnaire
covering

• CQC National Outpatient
Survey
• Allows comparison
between 2004, 2007 and
2009 results
• Random sample: 850
outpatients from May 2009
• Response rate of 48%
compared to average 53%

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reasons for choice of
hospital
Waiting
Environment and facilities
Staff
The appointment
Tests and treatment
Leaving Outpatients
Information
Overall impressions
Demographics

2

The Care Quality
Commission view
•
•
•

Results are published on the CQC website
Traffic light system shows section scores as green (better than average) amber
(about the same) and red (worse than average)
King’s scores green for information and amber for all other sections

3

2009 Outpatient Survey –
Comparison with peers
London Acute Teaching Hospitals Rankings

Overall score
2009

King’s College Hospital NHS Foundation Trust

80.1

University College London Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust

79.2

Guy's and St Thomas' NHS Foundation Trust

79.0

St George's Healthcare NHS Trust

78.6

Barts and The London NHS Trust

78.3

Royal Free Hampstead NHS Trust

77.1

Chelsea and Westminster Hospital NHS Foundation Trust

76.5

Imperial College Healthcare NHS Trust

76.2
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2009 Outpatient Survey –
Comparison across London
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2009 Outpatient Survey –
Comparison with GSTT
Survey section
Before the appointment
Waiting
Hospital environment and facilities
Seeing a doctor
Seeing another professional
During the appointment
Tests and treatments
Medication
Information
Overall impression
Overall score

KCH
7.62
4.55
8.29
8.93
8.75
8.57
8.33

GSTT
7.68
4.21
8.44
8.82
8.34
8.44
8.35

7.75
7.19
8.43

7.78
6.63
8.38

8.01

7.90
6

2009 Outpatient Survey –
KCH comparisons
• Continuous improvement
• Overall improvement of 9.7% from 2004-2009
• Smaller improvement of 1.2% from 2007-2009
Overall Average Scores
82
79.5

80

80.1

78
76
73.7
74
72
70
2004

2007

2009

Satisfaction Score
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2009 Outpatient Survey – Top 20%
nationally for 9 questions

• Seeing a doctor
– Did you have enough time to discuss your health or
medical problem with the doctor?
– Did the doctor listen to what you had to say?
– If you had important questions to ask the doctor, did
you get answers that you could understand?
– Did you have confidence and trust in the doctor
examining and treating you?

• Overall about the appointment
– How much information about your condition or
treatment was given to you?
– Did the staff treating and examining you introduce
themselves?
8

2009 Outpatient Survey – Top
20% nationally for 9 questions

• Tests and Treatment
– Did a member of staff tell you how you would find out
the results of your test (s)? Overall about the
appointment

• Leaving the outpatients department
– Did you receive copies of letters sent between hospital
doctors and your family doctor (GP)?
– Did hospital staff tell you who to contact if you were
worried about your condition or treatment after you left
hospital?
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2009 Outpatient Survey – Bottom
20% nationally for 6 questions

• Before the appointment
– From the time you were first told you needed an appointment,
how long did you wait?
– Do you see the same doctor or other member of staff whenever
you go to the Outpatients Department?

• Waiting
– How long after the stated appointment time did the appointment
start?

• Overall about the appointment
– Did doctors and/or other staff talk in front of you as if you weren’t
there?
– Were you given enough privacy when being examined or treated?
– Did a member of staff say one thing and another say something
different?
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2009 Outpatient Survey – next steps

• Trust wide dissemination of results
• Action planning for improvement
• Roll-out of How are we doing? outpatient survey
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integr
NHS

Embedding Equality, Diversity
& Inclusion into
NHS Governance

Introduction
The Diversity Practice has been commissioned by the NHS Institute for Innovation and Improvement, to co-produce with three of the six participating NHS
Boards, a Board development process which can support Boards to make the critical connection between diversity and inclusion and their core business;
and identify what they need to do differently to ensure their “business delivers effectively to all its customers”.
The programme will pilot the Board development intervention and focus upon:
• Using inclusion as strategic lever for improving access and quality in health care and reducing inequalities in health
• Releasing untapped innovation and productivity within the workforce
• Generating connection with the populations served and improving prevention
Clear understanding of the objectives, the methodology, intended outputs and outcomes is critical to the success of each Board’s involvement in this
programme. This document provides an overview of the programme, any questions you might still have can be directed to Paul Campayne, Diversity
Practice Project Manager for Integr8 NHS.

Context
The issue of mainstreaming and embedding EDI (Equality, Diversity and Inclusion) continues to be an important aspiration for many public
and private sector organisations. To support NHS Boards in achieving this aspiration the Diversity Practice has developed Integr8 NHS
The Diversity Practice Ltd

– a cutting edge approach that practically aligns and effectively integrates NHS governance, leadership and overarching business models
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with EDI.
Integr8 NHS builds on the National Standards, Local Action Planning Framework, World Class Commissioning, Integrated Governance
and CQC Standards as the core foundation for embedding and mainstreaming EDI into NHS governance policy and practice.
Working within the Cadbury, Turnbull and Higgs standards for corporate governance, risk control and role and responsibilities of boards,
Integr8 NHS will increase each Board’s ability to more effectively monitor, scrutinise and constructively challenge from the perspective of
EDI the strategic levers and drivers for quality, innovation and improvement, and to deliver inclusive health and health care services whilst
being an inclusive employer and providing inclusive leadership.

Integr8 NHS – Outcomes
The expected outcomes from Integr8 NHS are:
1. Organisational shift – The Board achieves its aspirations and success measures for the project
2. Embedding D&I – The Board has a better understanding and a shared point of view of the critical business relationship between D&I,
quality healthcare for all, its strategic priorities and plan, and national NHS strategic drivers such as World Class Commissioning, and
Quality, Innovation, Productivity and Prevention.
3. Inclusive Leadership – Increased Board member competence and confidence in their individual and collective ability to take the lead on
mainstreaming and embedding D&I in the organisation, the management of staff, and the delivery of services.
4. Improved Governance – The Board increases its effective governance and oversight of D&I
5. Organisational benefits – The creation and implementation of a clear action plan and initial improvements in the diversity of the
workforce, the development of an inclusive workplace, and equality in service provision to patients and the public.

Board
Engagement

Integr8 NHS – Methodology
The Integr8 NHS methodology, developed by the Diversity Practice,
is an 8 step process for embedding equality, diversity and inclusion

Evaluation
and
Review

The Diversity Practice Ltd

into NHS governance, comprising of the following:
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WeImplement

ED-SNAP

Integr8 NHS
Embedding Diversity
and Inclusion into
NHS Governance

Strategic
Leadership
Review

E-QIPP
Critical
Connection

We-Govern
I-Lead

Integr8 NHS – Summary
1

2

Board Engagement – Initial
consultation with CE/Chair,
followed by engagement with
full Board to introduce and
take ownership of Integr8 NHS
development process.

3
ED-SNAP - an Equality, Diversity
and Inclusion Snapshot Audit to
determine the current positioning,
integration and impact of D&I on
the Board and the organisation,
comprising of documentary
review, short interviews with a
few Board members, and online
survey of small sample of key
staff, patient and community
representatives.

The Diversity Practice Ltd

5

3

4
Strategic Inclusive
Leadership Review – each
Board member will receive
a personal, confidential
session with an executive
leadership coach, using the
Factor 8 Different Leaders
Assessment Tool to support
and develop their inclusive
leadership commitment and
understanding.

6
I-Lead - the second part of
a facilitated Board workshop,
examines what it means
to lead effectively on D&I
and develops a common
framework of inclusive
leadership competences,
behaviours and values for
Board members.

7
We-Govern – the final session
of a facilitated Board workshop,
builds effective mechanisms for
Board leadership and oversight
of D&I, for example through
identifying and developing a
Board level Diversity Scorecard
to track progress against predetermined success measures.

E-QIPP – the first part of a
facilitated Board workshop,
develops the business
case for building D&I into
the Board’s business,
and examines the critical
connection between ED&I
and achieving QIPP.

8
We-Implement – all
the agreed actions are
consolidated into an
implementation plan,
and Diversity Practice
consultants will attend
one or two Board
meetings to coach and
support the Board in
executing the plan.

Evaluation and Review
– as this is a pilot, there
will be a requirement
for ongoing evaluation,
sharing of learning and
good practices at each
step of the process, as
well as an overall final
review, evaluation and
refinement of the Board
D&I Development Toolkit.

The Integr8 NHS approach is built on the principles of:
• Collaborative partnership to create robust processes that take account of individual Board contexts, and ensure interactions with each Board
maximise engagement and time with the need for flexibility;
• Appreciative inquiry to build on the good practices already in place; inclusive action that seeks out and incorporates the perspectives of diverse
staff, patients and community representatives;
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1

Board D&I Overview

2

F8 Different Leaders Assessment

3

D&I Business Case = E-QIPP

4

Board D&I Leadership Competence Framework

5

Diversity Scorecard

6

Implementation Plan

7

Evaluation and Review

8

D&I Pilot Board Exchange

integr
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8 Sustainable Outputs

The Diversity Practice Ltd

• A “whole system” perspective in order to create change strategies and implementation plans that take account of the complex adaptive nature
of the NHS. Above all, our approach seeks to ensure that there is an alignment between the key NHS strategic drivers, governance & leadership,
and diversity & inclusion.

Integr8 NHS Time Investment & Timeline

Integr8 NHS
Foundation

Board Development Workshop

• Board Engagement
• ED-SNAP
• Stategic Leadership Review
• E-QIPP – Critical Connection
• I-Lead – Competence Framework
• We-Govern – Diversity Scorecard

Board Member
Time Investment

Timeline
2010

3
Hours

Jan–
April

1
Day

April
–May

Taking Action

• We-Implement
• Executive Board Coaching

2
Hours

May–
Aug

Evaluation

• Final Review
• Beacon of Good Practice

1
hour

Sept

The Diversity Practice Ltd

The Diversity Practice is an organisational and leadership development consultancy that addresses the growing
equality, diversity and inclusion needs of its public, private and multinational sector clients. Our approach is to work
with the whole system, positioning diversity and inclusion as a source of competitive advantage, requiring cultural
transformation that focuses on behavioural, leadership, organisational change and performance.
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We develop bespoke solutions that look at the complete picture, considering the marketplace in which organisations
operate and the customers, patients and communities they serve; organisational workplace imperatives such as developing inclusive
cultures, harnessing innovation, and increasing management competencies; and workforce factors such as recruitment, retention, and
individual skills and development needs.
Recent clients include NHS Yorkshire and Humber SHA, North Middlesex University Hospital, the Department of Health, the
European Commission, Imperial College London, The Higher Education Funding Council for England, Price Waterhouse Coopers,
Linklaters, Cardiff City Council, the London Borough of Islington, JP Morgan, and Bank of America Merrill Lynch.
For further information please contact Paul Campayne, Diversity Practice Project Manager Integr8 NHS

tel: 07772-079050

email: paul@diversitypractice.com

Enc 2.6b

Building Inclusion and Diversity into the Business at
Board Level
A pilot Board development programme to develop Inclusive leadership
Kings College Hospital NHS Foundation Trust is participating in the Board Development Pilot
commissioned by the NHS Institute and sponsored by the National Leadership Council.
The pilot focuses on embedding Diversity and Inclusion into the work of the Board of
Directors and the attached Integr8 NHS document provides a comprehensive overview of
the aims and objectives, intended outcomes and methodology.
Outlined below are a draft set of programme outcomes and a note outlining the strategic
diversity and inclusion leadership review process we plan to take each Board member
through following the Board meeting on Tuesday the 23rd March.

Draft Outcomes
In February, an initial meeting was held with the Chair, Chief Executive, Director of
Operations, Director of Workforce Development, and the Equality and Diversity Manager, to
focus and scope King’s participation in the project. This resulted in the draft set of expected
outcomes specific to King’s that are outlined below.
1. Organisational shift – “The Board achieves its aspirations and success measures for
the project”, namely:




Align EDI with the King's Values by identifying specific Diversity and Inclusion
behaviours, and having the Board model these behaviours
Increased Board member understanding and leadership of EDI as evidenced by a
broadening in the perceived and implemented EDI agenda, while still retaining
interventions targeted to particular strands where appropriate
D&I embedded in King's strategic priorities - for example through the Board
agreeing a set of measures that help track performance towards improving the
patient experience, service delivery, and health outcomes for diverse patients

There are 4 other general outcomes expected through the project and common to all 6
Trusts participating. These are:
2. Embedding D&I – The Board has a better understanding and a shared point of view
of the critical business relationship between D&I, quality healthcare for all, its
strategic priorities and plan, and national NHS strategic drivers such as World Class
Commissioning, and Quality, Innovation, Productivity and Prevention.
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3. Inclusive Leadership – Increased Board member competence and confidence in
their individual and collective ability to take the lead on mainstreaming and
embedding D&I in the organisation, the management of staff, and the delivery of
services.
4. Improved Governance – The Board increases its effective governance and oversight
of D&I
5. Organisational benefits – The creation and implementation of a clear action plan
and initial improvements in the diversity of the workforce, the development of an
inclusive workplace, and equality in service provision to patients and the public.
These draft outcomes will be finalised with your involvement, once we have collected more
information on the context of the Trust and the evidence gathered from the snapshot audit
currently underway.

Board Member Strategic D&I Leadership Review
Evidence gained through many years of working in the equality, diversity and inclusion (EDI)
arena has led us to a strong conviction that sustainable EDI results that deliver
organisational performance are achieved where Boards and senior management have a
clear personal vision and commitment to EDI and a good understanding of the beliefs,
attitudes and behaviours necessary to provide strong, unambiguous inclusive leadership.
The Board’s collective stance on D&I will only be as strong as the commitment and
leadership actions of individual Board members. Thus a starting point is with the individual.
The EDI Leadership Review will be a personal, confidential, one to one session with an
executive leadership coach from the Diversity Practice who has specific experience in
working at Board level, developing leadership, diversity and inclusion competence.
A unique aspect of the review will be the use of the Factor 8 Different Leaders Assessment
Tool. This is an innovative, cutting edge 360 online tool which provides an assessment of the
leadership competences critical for leading a diverse workplace serving diverse patients and
clients.
By way of background, the Factor 8™ Leadership Framework emerged from a
groundbreaking study, Different Women, Different Places (2007), the first research of its
kind to focus on the career and leadership strategies of successful black and minority ethnic
women in the United Kingdom and Europe. Building on this research, it is also important to
note that the evidence gathered to date demonstrates that Factor 8 contributes to the
success of a broad range of leaders across the diversity spectrum. The framework draws on
the fundamental premise that diversity is a distinctive leadership strength that must be
leveraged by individuals, teams and organisations for competitive advantage.
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We use the term “Different Leaders” to encompass all those individuals, regardless of their
gender, race, age, or other dimension of diversity, who draw on diversity as an authentic
strength to maximise leadership impact and deliver results.
From early 2008, The Diversity Practice started to use the Factor 8 framework in a variety of
consulting, coaching and learning & development interventions. Since then, over 1500
people have experienced Factor 8 as a learning tool across the public, private and not-for
profit sectors, in the UK, US and Europe. It has been validated in our training courses by the
Institute of Leadership & Management and we are in the process of certifying Price
Waterhouse Coopers consultants to use the tool.
Factor 8 and the Different Leaders Assessment Tool have been used to support the
leadership development of BME individuals, managers of diverse teams, and the senior
management of large complex organisations. It has also provided a framework for whole
system organisational dialogue and change, underpinning their aspirations to become a
“high performing inclusive organisations”. Most recently, it has been successfully used in this
way by Board members and Executive Directors across the Yorkshire and Humber Strategic
Health Region.
Next Steps
For the purpose of the Integr8 NHS programme we will be inviting each Board member to
complete the F8 DLAT. The Tool will provide you with the valuable opportunity to:
 Challenge your existing thinking and approach to diversity
 “Step into the shoes” of leaders from diverse backgrounds
 Develop a common language and appreciative model for constructively engaging in
EDI dialogue
 Focus on the value of diversity and those leadership behaviours that support high
performing inclusive organisations

We look forward to meeting you at the Board meeting on the 23rd March where we will
provide more information on the process and respond to any questions you might have.
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Report to:

Board of Directors

Date of meeting:

23 March 2010

Subject:

Delivering Same Sex Accommodation

Presented by:

Roland Sinker

History:

Considered by KE on 8 March 2010

Status:

For decision

Executive Summary
In January 2009, the Secretary of State announced an intensive drive to all but eliminate
mixed sex accommodation. The standard contract for 2009/10 included a requirement to
have a Mixed Sex Accommodation Reduction Plan.
Monitor has asked FTs to participate in a process leading to a “declaration of
compliance” requiring FTs to confirm, by the end of March 2010, whether they are
compliant with the commitment virtually to eliminate mixed sex accommodation, and
post such a declaration on their website. SHAs are requiring a similar declaration from
all other NHS providers. The letter from Monitor is attached to this report as Appendix1.
Background
Monitor and the Department of Health both emphasise that it always has been
acknowledged that there will be clinically-based exceptional circumstances, where
patients of the opposite sex will share facilities, (e.g., when people require critical or
highly specialised care and on occasions where patients actually want to share). The
priority will always be to admit patients and treat them promptly - they will not be turned
away simply because the „right bed‟ is not available immediately.
Actions required
The Trust is required to:
 carry out a self assessment of compliance in March 2010
 make a declaration on our website by the 31st March, stating whether we are
compliant or non compliant. If non compliant, we have to state where.
 Agree monitoring arrangements with commissioners including triggers and sanctions
 Ensure a delivery plan is included in the NHS standard contract documentation
 Provide evidence to the STHA that delivery plans are in place to virtually eliminate
mixed sex accommodation
Self assessment
The Trust is required to carry out the self assessment under four headings:
Patient experience
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To include: regular patient survey information, information from complaints/PALS LinKs
reports, provision of information leaflets.
Estates
To include: details of privacy and dignity fund projects completed, results of estates survey,
future estates plans.
Systems and processes
To include: details of policies and procedures in place, regular inclusion of measures in
reports to the Board, tracking systems, procedures in place to deal with occurrences of
mixing, other relevant policies include reference to delivering same sex accommodation,
regular reports confirming virtually no occurrences in these areas.
Staff culture
To include: Evidence of inclusion in board reports and delivery plan, articulated with
business plan/strategic goals, Root cause analyses performed on every breach.
Sanctions
Detail is contained within the standard contract. In brief, for individual breaches, this could
include withholding of payments, locally determined sanctions, and recovery of the cost of
the service or procedure.
Current position at KCH


The Board is aware that some of the Trust’s facilities do not currently meet the new
requirements for SSA from April 2010 onwards. As a result, the Board declared noncompliance for SSA in the CQC registration process, based on inability to meet such
requirements in Day Surgery, the Emergency Department Clinical Decision Unit and
ITU/HDU facilities from 1 April 2010.



National inpatient survey results have not historically shown KCH to be an outlier in
terms of mixed sex accommodation. However, recent monthly in-house surveys of
patients show that patient perceptions appear to be changing, and these results are
informing the self assessment process which is underway.



The self assessment process is nearing completion, and an action plan is being
drawn up to address areas of current non- compliance. The self assessment includes
an audit of inpatient areas, review of estates plans, processes for reporting and
monitoring breaches, and mechanisms for recording patients views. Questions on
SSA will be incorporated fully into the trust’s HRWD survey from 1 April 2010.

Conclusion
For the reasons given above, it is proposed that the Board agrees the declaration of noncompliance, and the statement is attached for approval (Appendix 2)
Where trusts have declared non- compliance, they are required to publish an action plan
outlining when they will become compliant, and the actions they will take to achieve this.
The action plan is not yet complete following the recent self assessment exercise, and will
be circulated to Board members prior to being posted on the Trust website by the 31 March
2020 deadline.
Recommendation
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1. That the Board agrees the statement of non compliance attached as Appendix
2
2. That the delivery plan is presented to the Board in April
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Wednesday, 17 February 2010
4 Matthew Parker Street
London
SW1H 9NP

NHS Foundation Trust chief executives

T: 020 7340 2400
F: 020 7340 2401
W: www.monitor-nhsft.gov.uk

Same Sex Accommodation – declaration exercise
This letter introduces the declaration process for all NHS foundation trusts to
be completed by 31 March 2010. The accompanying information has been
developed to help FTs to determine their position. The process fits with the
Department of Health‟s clearly stated intentions that from 2010, there will be
no payment for care that is not complying with the Same Sex Accommodation
guidance.
Background
In January 2009, the Secretary of State announced an intensive drive to all
but eliminate mixed sex accommodation and a number of measures were put
in place to support local delivery of this commitment. The standard contract for
2009/10 included a requirement to have a Mixed Sex Accommodation
Reduction Plan. Monitor has encouraged FTs to work with PCTs on virtually
eliminating mixed sex accommodation, while the recently issued standard
contract includes a requirement for providers to make an annual declaration
that mixed sex accommodation has been either eliminated or virtually
eliminated.
Monitor is now asking FTs to participate in a process leading to this
“declaration of compliance” requiring FTs to confirm, by the end of March
2010, whether they are compliant with the commitment virtually to eliminate
mixed sex accommodation. SHAs are requiring a similar declaration from all
other NHS providers.
Declaration
The first step is for FTs to undertake a self-assessment of the provision of
same sex accommodation within their organisation. The standard contract
and accompanying guidance formalises this process. The focus of the
assessment will be on four key areas; patient experience, estates, systems
and processes and staff culture. The data required to complete this selfassessment should already be available within the organisation. The
standard contract also includes a requirement for providers to have a
„Delivering Same Sex Accommodation Plan‟, which will form the basis of
regular monitoring discussions between providers and commissioners.
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FTs should declare compliance based on the outcome of the self-assessment.
The attached template wording has been provided as an example. If
compliance with the commitment virtually to eliminate mixed sex
accommodation cannot be achieved in one or more of the four areas then a
statement of non-compliance should be declared. This will also need to
include confirmation of when compliance will be achieved.
The attached information aims to simplify the process.
DSSA Checklist of actions required before and after 31 March 2010
Provider DSSA Self Declaration Checklist
Template for Declaration of Compliance Wording
In May 2009 a Professional Letter was issued, Gateway reference 11803,
outlining what constitutes „mixed sex accommodation‟. Annexes to the letter
provide a set of definitions, which providers may find useful to determine their
position.
http://www.dh.gov.uk/en/Publicationsandstatistics/Lettersandcirculars/Professi
onalletters/Chiefnursingofficerletters/DH_098894
FTs will need to ensure declarations are clearly located on their website.
Failure to provide a declaration, or where non-compliance is declared, may
result in PCTs enforcing withholding penalties through the standard contract.
Next steps
We are aware that work to complete schemes funded by the Privacy and
Dignity Challenge Fund is still underway resulting in some providers not yet
being able to achieve compliance. Wherever possible though, we would
encourage providers to work towards achieving and declaring compliance
from receipt of this letter rather than waiting until the end of March 2010.
It is, and always has been, acknowledged that there will be clinically-based
exceptional circumstances, where patients of the opposite sex will share
facilities, (e.g., when people require critical or highly specialised care and on
occasions where patients actually want to share). The priority will always be
to admit patients and treat them promptly - they will not be turned away simply
because the „right bed‟ is not available immediately.
I attach a potential form of declaration, along with the requirements and check
lists that SHAs are requiring PCTs to use in support of contracts.
Yours sincerely,

Merav Dover
Compliance Director
Direct Line: 020 7340 2531
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Annex 1
Delivering Same-Sex Accommodation
Checklist of Actions Required before and after 31 March 2010

Before 31 March 2010

From 1 April 2010

Providers carry out self - assessment
of service readiness to deliver same
sex accommodation, covering patient
experience, estates, systems and
processes and staff culture

Providers publish delivery plans on
their website

Providers develop a delivery plan to
include recovery action to address
areas of weakness identified in the
self-assessment. This should include
actions to ensure providers can
declare compliance to virtually
eliminate mixed sex accommodation

Commissioners performance manage
compliance / non-compliance
agreeing recovery actions and / or
imposing sanctions

Providers and Commissioners to
agree delivery plan and timescales,
confirming that it will meet the
ongoing requirement to virtually
eliminate mixed sex accommodation

Commissioners assure SHAs that
their providers are compliant or noncompliant and have published selfdeclarations on their website

Providers declare on website whether
they are compliant or non-compliant
with the requirement to virtually
eliminate mixed sex accommodation

SHAs provide assurance via the DH
Performance Delivery Team that all
providers have published declarations
of compliance or non-compliance

Providers and Commissioners agree
monitoring arrangements for their
delivery plan including triggers and
sanctions

Commissioners to inform SHAs, on an
exception basis, of any instances in
which they have imposed financial
sanctions

Providers and Commissioners to
ensure delivery plan is included in the
NHS standard contract
documentation

SHAs to report instances of financial
sanctions or risks to the Performance
Delivery Team in DH

Commissioners to inform SHAs that
there is the necessary documentation
in place in the contracts between
providers and commissioners to
deliver the ongoing requirement to
virtually eliminate mixed sex
accommodation

Commissioners to ensure the terms of
the contract are delivered by the
provider by contract management
arrangements

Annex 2
Provider DSSA Self Declaration Checklist

Patient Experience

Evidence

1

Patient experience of SSA has been measured on three
separate occasions to demonstrate progress and submitted
to SHA as requested

Submitted information to PCTs

2

There is an on-going process in place to continue to measure
patient experience of SSA with reports to be submitted to the
Board

Results of patient experience
surveys
Timescales for improvement
Reports to the Board
Delivery Plan

3

There is a process to track other mechanisms for determining Operational plans
patient experience of DSSA, e.g. through patient
Reports to the Board
complaints/comments, PALs, LinKs
Delivery Plan

4

Information leaflets for patients on DSSA are available and
used by staff in discussions.

Patient experience surveys,
Leaflets/posters
Communication to patients

Estates

5

P&D fund allocation spent and projects completed (if
applicable)

Report to SHA & PCTs

6

Estate able to support virtual elimination of MSA

Estates Survey

7

Delivery of SSA is assured in planning of any new or

FT DSSA Policy

refurbished capital development schemes

Reports to the Board
Delivery Plan

Systems & Processes

8

Assurance to the Board and monthly PCT reporting including
a system of tracking all occurrences of mixing, whether
clinically justified or not.

Reports to the Board
Included in dashboard
Policy/procedure in place
Providers report
Delivery Plan
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9

Where the are rare occurrences for non-clinical reasons, a
process exists to investigate reason, take prompt action and
take remedial actions as required to prevent future
occurrence

10 Relevant FT policies refer to requirement to DSSA and
privacy and dignity

Process e.g. MSA, Root Cause
Analysis in place, used by staff
Delivery Plan

Policies
Delivery Plan

11 The FT can demonstrate the virtual elimination of MSA in:
Wards

Reports showing virtually no
occurrences in these areas
Delivery Plan

Assessment Units
Day facilities
Patients do not share sleeping accommodation or toilet
facilities with members of opposite sex

Staff Culture

12 The Board demonstrates a commitment to on-going delivery
of SSA

Stated in Board reports
Declaration on website
Delivery Plan

13 The FT has articulated its intent to deliver care with privacy
and dignity within which delivering same sex accommodation
is an integral component

14 The FT believes that delivering SSA should the norm. Mixing
will only occur by exception for reasons of clinical justification
or patient choice

Articulated within strategic goals,
business plan, on website
Delivery Plan

Evidence of language that mix sex
is the rate exception and not a
normal occurrence
Delivery Plan

15 If mixing does occur, staff attempt to rectify the situation as
soon as possible, whilst safeguarding the individuals dignity
and keeping the patient informed about; why the situation
occurred and what is being done to address it (with indication
of timescales)

Rectification actions and good
communication around same sex
occurrences are demonstrated in
local feedback mechanisms (eg
RCA, discharge questionnaires).
Paragraph on remedial action
included in policy
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Declaration of non-compliance
We are currently unable to confirm that mixed sex accommodation has been virtually
eliminated in all our hospitals. We are working hard to correct this and will be able to
confirm compliance by 2012
Further information on our work to deliver same sex accommodation
Every patient has the right to receive high quality care that is safe, effective and respects
their privacy and dignity. King’s College Hospital NHS Foundation Trust is committed to
providing every patient with same sex accommodation, because it helps to safeguard their
privacy and dignity when they are often at their most vulnerable.
Our aim is that all patients who are admitted to any of our hospitals will only share the room
where they sleep with members of the same sex, and same sex toilets and bathrooms will
be close to their bed area. Sharing with members of the opposite sex should only happen
by exception based on clinical need (for example where patients need specialist equipment
such as in Intensive Care/High Dependency areas) , or when patients choose to share.
We are working hard to ensure that the goals set out above are realised. But we have not
yet achieved the high standards we aim for, and there may be occasions when patients
share facilities with members of the opposite sex. This is most likely to happen in
the Trust’s Intensive Care and High Dependency areas (the medical critical care unit, the
surgical critical care unit, the cardiac recovery unit, the neurosurgical intensive care unit
and the coronary care unit), also in the Clinical Decision Unit of the Emergency Department
and in the Day Surgery Unit.

What does this mean for patients?
Other than in the circumstances set out above, patients admitted to Kings College Hospital
NHS Foundation Trust can expect to find the following:
Same sex-accommodation means:
 The room where your bed is will only have patients of the same sex as you
 Your toilet and bathroom will be just for your gender, and will be close to your
bed area
It is possible that there will be both men and women patients on the ward, but they
will not share your sleeping area. You may have to cross a ward corridor to reach
your bathroom, but you will not have to walk through opposite-sex areas.
You may share some communal space, such as day rooms or dining rooms, and it
is very likely that you will see both men and women patients as you move around
the hospital (eg on your way to X-ray or the operating theatre).
It is probable that visitors of the opposite gender will come into the room where your
bed is, and this may include patients visiting each other.
It is almost certain that both male and female nurses, doctors and other staff will
come into your bed area.
If you need help to use the toilet or take a bath (eg you need a hoist or special bath)
then you may be taken to a “unisex” bathroom used by both men and women, but a
member of staff will be with you, and other patients will not be in the bathroom at
the same time.

What are our plans for the future?
[Trust to insert details of plans, including commentary (as appropriate) on estates, culture,
and systems/procedures. These plans must include specific attention to the problem areas
identified above, and must have clear timetables.]
The action plan is currently being finalised, and will be circulated to the Board, prior to
being posted on the website by the 31 March 2010 deadline.
How will we measure success?
The trust will monitor what patients tell us about their stay in hospital, including any
concerns about mixed sex accommodation, through our monthly in- house ‘How are We
Doing’ survey, as well as annually through the CQC National Inpatient Survey.
We will monitor breaches of single sex accommodation daily, and ensure that any patients
are relocated to a single sex area within a maximum of 6 hours.
Performance against the action plan to eliminate mixed sex accommodation, and results of
patient surveys will be included in the trust’s performance reporting framework, and
monitored by the Board of Directors through monthly reports to the Performance
Committee, and quarterly reports to the Governance Committee.

What do I do if I think I am in mixed sex accommodation?
We want to know about your experiences. Please contact Cathy Varley, PALS Manager on
0203 299 4826 or by email cathy.varley@kch.nhs.uk if you have any comments or
concerns.

Annex 3
Declaration of compliance
We are proud to confirm that mixed sex accommodation has been virtually
eliminated in all our hospitals.
Further information on our work to deliver same sex accommodation
Every patient has the right to receive high quality care that is safe, effective and
respects their privacy and dignity. The [insert FT name] is committed to
providing every patient with same sex accommodation, because it helps to
safeguard their privacy and dignity when they are often at their most vulnerable.
We are proud to confirm that mixed sex accommodation has been virtually
eliminated in our organisation. Patients who are admitted to any of our hospitals
will only share the room where they sleep with members of the same sex, and
same sex toilets and bathrooms will be close to their bed area. Sharing with
members of the opposite sex will only happen by exception based on clinical
need (for example where patients need specialist equipment such as in [FT to
insert suitable local example, eg ICU]), or when patients choose to share (for
instance [trust to insert suitable local example, eg renal unit]).

What does this mean for patients?
Other than in the circumstances set out above, patients admitted to [insert FT
name] can expect to find the following
Same sex-accommodation means:
 The room where your bed is will only have patients of the same sex as you
 Your toilet and bathroom will be just for your gender, and will be close to your
bed area
It is possible that there will be both men and women patients on the ward, but they
will not share your sleeping area. You may have to cross a ward corridor to reach
your bathroom, but you will not have to walk through opposite-sex areas.
You may share some communal space, such as day rooms or dining rooms, and it is
very likely that you will see both men and women patients as you move around the
hospital (eg on your way to X-ray or the operating theatre).
It is probable that visitors of the opposite gender will come into the room where your
bed is, and this may include patients visiting each other.
It is almost certain that both male and female nurses, doctors and other staff will
come into your bed area.
If you need help to use the toilet or take a bath (eg you need a hoist or special bath)
then you may be taken to a “unisex” bathroom used by both men and women, but a
member of staff will be with you, and other patients will not be in the bathroom at the
same time.
The NHS will not turn patients away just because a “right-sex” bed is not
immediately available

What are our plans for the future?
[FT to insert details of plans, including commentary (as appropriate) on estates,
culture, and systems/procedures, if any.]
How will we measure success?
[FT to insert details of success measures, including (as appropriate) expected
scores on CQC inpatient survey, local surveys, patient engagement and reports
to Board, if any.]
What do I do if I think I am in mixed sex accommodation?
We want to know about your experiences. Please contact [FT to insert contact
name and number] if you have any comments or concerns.

Declaration of non-compliance
We are currently unable to confirm that mixed sex accommodation has been
virtually eliminated in all our hospitals. We are working hard to correct this and
will be able to confirm compliance by [insert date when FT will be compliant].
Further information on our work to deliver same sex accommodation
Every patient has the right to receive high quality care that is safe, effective and
respects their privacy and dignity. The [insert FT name] is committed to
providing every patient with same sex accommodation, because it helps to
safeguard their privacy and dignity when they are often at their most vulnerable.
Our aim is that all patients who are admitted to any of our hospitals will only
share the room where they sleep with members of the same sex, and same sex
toilets and bathrooms will be close to their bed area. Sharing with members of
the opposite sex should only happen by exception based on clinical need (for
example where patients need specialist equipment such as in [FT to insert
suitable local example, eg ICU]), or when patients choose to share (for instance
[trust to insert suitable local example, eg renal unit]).
We are working hard to ensure that the goals set out above are realised. But we
have not yet achieved the high standards we aim for, and there may be
occasions when patients share facilities with members of the opposite sex. This
is most likely to happen in the places and circumstances set out below.
[trust to insert details of problem areas. These should be specific and detailed
(eg “in the fourth floor wards”), not general (eg “when we are very busy” or “in an
emergency”]

What does this mean for patients?
Other than in the circumstances set out above, patients admitted to [insert FT
name] can expect to find the following:
Same sex-accommodation means:
 The room where your bed is will only have patients of the same sex as you
 Your toilet and bathroom will be just for your gender, and will be close to your bed area
It is possible that there will be both men and women patients on the ward, but they will not share your
sleeping area. You may have to cross a ward corridor to reach your bathroom, but you will not have to walk
through opposite-sex areas.
You may share some communal space, such as day rooms or dining rooms, and it is very likely that you will
see both men and women patients as you move around the hospital (eg on your way to X-ray or the operating
theatre).
It is probable that visitors of the opposite gender will come into the room where your bed is, and this may
include patients visiting each other.
It is almost certain that both male and female nurses, doctors and other staff will come into your bed area.
If you need help to use the toilet or take a bath (eg you need a hoist or special bath) then you may be taken to
a “unisex” bathroom used by both men and women, but a member of staff will be with you, and other patients
will not be in the bathroom at the same time.
The NHS will not turn patients away just because a “right-sex” bed is not immediately available

What are our plans for the future?
[FT to insert details of plans, including commentary (as appropriate) on estates,
culture, and systems/procedures. These plans should include specific attention
to the problem areas identified above, as agreed with PCT.]
How will we measure success?
[FT to insert details of success measures, including (as appropriate) expected
scores on CQC inpatient survey, local surveys, patient engagement and reports
to Board, if any.]
What do I do if I think I am in mixed sex accommodation?
We want to know about your experiences. Please contact [FT to insert contact
name and number] if you have any comments or concerns.

Enc. 3.2

Report to:

Board of Directors

Date of meeting:

23 March 2010

Subject:

Board Agreement – Infection Prevention and Control

Authors:

Erika Grobler, Deputy DIPC

Presented by:

Dr Geraldine Walters, Executive Director of Nursing and Midwifery,
DIPC (Director of Infection Control & Infection).

History:

Hygiene Code Task Force Group

Status:

For decision

1.

Background/Purpose

All NHS Trusts are required to comply with The Health and Social Care Act (2008): Code of
Practice for the Prevention and Control of Healthcare Associated Infections. Under Duty 1 of
the Code, Trusts are required to have in place an agreement that outlines the collective
responsibility of the Board of Directors for the prevention and control of infection.
2.

Action required

The Board of Directors is asked to consider and approve the agreement attached at
(appendix 1) which confirms the Board’s commitment and accountability in complying with
the Act and other related guidance. This agreement is underpinned by the Trust’s Infection
Control Governance Policy.
3.

Key implications

Legal:

Financial:

Assurance:

Clinical:

The Trust has a statutory responsibility to ensure compliance under
the Hygiene Code. The submission of an Annual Report is part of
this Code.
Poor infection control practices and increase in infection rates has a
direct financial impact as a result of additional drug costs and
increase in Length of Stay.
The Infection Prevention and Control report provides the Board of
Directors with an overview of Infection Control activity and
identifying significant trends and developments.
Good Infection Prevention and Control practices are key to
providing high quality care to King’s patients.
None

Equality & Diversity:
Performance:
Strategy:

A reduction in infection rates has a direct impact on length of stay,
reduction in costs and the patient experience.
None
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None
Workforce:
Estates:
Reputation:

None
Poor compliance in infection prevention and control standards could
adversely affect the reputation of the organisation.

Other:(please specify)

Appendix 1: Board of Directors’ Agreement on Collective Responsibility.
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The Health and Social Care Act (2008): Code of Practice for health
and adult social care on the prevention and control of infections and
related guidance
This agreement outlines the collective responsibility of the Board of Directors
for minimising the risk of infection to inpatients, outpatients and staff of Kings
College Hospital NHS Foundation Trust.
The Board of Directors is committed to the Code of Practice for the Prevention and
Control of Healthcare Associated Infections as outlined in the Health and Social Care
Act (2008) (The Hygiene Code). Clean, Safe Care (DH 2008) outlines the
accountability of the Board in reducing infections and the importance of hospital
cleanliness.
The Board of Directors has ensured the risks of infection are included on the Trust’s
Risk Register. These risks are reviewed at the Governance Committee and the
Board of Directors meetings on a quarterly basis. The Infection Prevention and
Control Committee takes responsibility for maintaining the risks on the Risk Register
that relate to the prevention and control of infection.
The Hygiene Code outlines the need for management arrangements to include a
microbiology service, clinical leadership, evidence based protocols and the design
and maintenance of the environment to take into account infection prevention. The
Infection Prevention and Control Committee reports to the Patient Safety and Quality
Committee that in turn reports to the Trust’s Governance Committee, providing
sufficient information to assess assurance.
Members of the Board of Directors also individually participate in a programme
of visits to clinical areas assessing a range of issues including the standard of
cleaning.
The Board of Directors is committed to supporting the Director of Infection
Prevention and Control and other Executive Directors in providing resource and
leadership to prevent and control Healthcare Acquired Infections in the Trust.
Signed:

_______________________________
Chief Executive Officer

________________________________
Chair

Date:___________________________

Date:____________________________
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Enc 4.1.1

PERFORMANCE COMMITTEE
Minutes of the meeting held at 14.00
on Thursday 17th December in The Dulwich Committee Room
King’s College Hospital
Present:

Robert Foster – Chair
Michael Parker
Prof. Alan McGregor
Tim Smart
Simon Taylor
Dr Geraldine Walters
Roland Sinker
Ahmad Toumadj
Simon Dixon
Peter Fry
Sue Field

Non-Executive Director / Committee Chair
Trust Chair
Non-Executive Director
Chief Executive
Chief Financial Officer
Executive Director of Nursing & Midwifery
Executive Director of Operations
Director of Capital Estates & Facilities
Director of Finance
Assistant Director Performance & Contracts
Head of Capacity Planning & Service Development

In attendance:

Jane Walters
Dr Paul Donohoe
Tony Johnston

Director of Corporate Affairs
CD - Renal
Acting Deputy Director of Strategy

For Item 2.2:
Ann Wood
Dr Jozef Jorasz

DM – Cardiac & Neurosciences
CD – Neurosciences

For Item 2.3:
Anna Clough
Mr Nigel Heaton

DM – Liver & Renal
CD – Liver

For Item 2.43:
Brian Chaber
Dr Tony Pagliuca

Operational Services Manager International &
Private Patients
CD – International & Private Patients

Apologies:

Sir Jonathan Michael
Mr Mike Marrinan
Angela Huxham
Zoe Lelliot

Non-Executive Director
Acting Executive Medical Director
Director of Workforce Development
Acting Director of Strategy

For Circulation to:

Trust Board Members
Divisional Managers
Action

09/57

th

Minutes of the Previous Meeting of 12 November 2009
The minutes of the meeting held on 12 November 2009 were approved subject to
changing the date of section 09/51.

1

09/58

Matters Arising
P Fry informed the Committee that comparative MRSA data had been obtained for
Liver from trusts in North America which showed that per 1,000 cases King’s
(Liver) rates were lower.
The Committee noted the remaining outstanding actions.

FOR DISCUSSION:
09/59
Trust Performance Report – Month 7
R Sinker presented the Performance Report on the overall Trust position at the end
of month 7 highlighting that 3 of the 4 key areas of performance remain on track 18 weeks, infection control and emergency ‘4 hour wait’.
In month 7 both the elective and non-elective average length of stay was marginally
off target. However, there had been a significant improvement in the elective LOS
following the introduction of ‘on the day admissions’ for a range of surgical
procedures. The minor increase in non-elective LOS was due to a small number of
long stay patients being discharged during the month.
R Sinker informed the Committee that Monitor had rated the Trust ‘Amber’ for Q2
for governance due to breaches of cancer wait targets. The Committee were given
assurance that action was being taken to ensure all cancer wait targets are met in
future. An assurance framework is being developed by teams under R Sinker and J
Walters to provide greater forward alert to challenges and non-compliance in the
future.
The Trust finance position experienced an adverse movement in month. All
Divisions have put together recovery plans which are expected to start improving
the position from month 8.
09/60

Neurosciences Performance Review
A Wood presented a paper highlighting the following key issues within
Neurosciences:
Operational Performance
 Action is being taken to improve the income position and to reduce costs to
address the overall financial position.
 18 week performance for both admitted and non-admitted has improved and
the targets are being met. However, maintaining performance remains a
challenge.
 Neurosurgery emergency LOS is being impacted by significant delays in
patients being repatriated back to referring DGHs in SE London and Kent. In
November 305 bed days (more than 10 beds) had been lost due to repatriation
delays.
 To reduce neurosurgery elective LOS a project which is supported by the
Change Leader Team has commenced to streamline the elective neurosurgery
patient pathway. This will include establishing an admission lounge to enable
on the day admissions to be introduced.
 Nursing leadership has been strengthened and this is having a positive impact
on the quality of care on the wards and vacancy and sickness indicators.
Strategic Performance
 A number of strategic issues were noted including the development of a
business case for the appointment of an additional Neurosurgeon with an
2

interest in skull base / pituitary.

09/61

Liver Performance Review
A Clough presented a paper highlighting the following key performance issues
within Liver:
Operational Performance
 Action is being taken to control costs and understand the impact of the
reduced transplant activity in order to improve the current financial position.
 An action plan has been implemented to address the current
underperformance against all cancer waiting time targets. This includes
increasing the level of radiology slots, but capacity still remains very tight.
 Elective LOS is performing better than target. To address the non-elective
LOS being above target there has been a refocus on discharge planning within
the Division.
 Hand hygiene performance is below target and action is being taken to
address this, including a focus on hand-washing.
Strategic Performance
 Very successful peer review of specialist pancreatic service with the Trust
being a leading national exemplar.
 CAG development is slow with issues of clinical governance needing to be
resolved
 Research strategy has been developed and the level of clinical trials has
increased. Succession planning needs to be developed for the academic posts
coming up for retirement
Develop succession planning for academic posts

09/62

09/63

International & Private Patients Performance Review
B Chaber presented a paper highlighting the following key issues within
International & Private Patients:
 A performance scorecard is being developed
 Refurbishment of the ground floor of the Guthrie Wing has improved the
reception and offices. A similar improvement to the ward area is needed.
 The department is on target to deliver the planned surplus.
 Following changes in the legislation regarding private liver transplants the
department has developed a very successful living related transplant service
for international patients.
 There is sufficient demand to expand the Trust’s service, to overcome
capacity constraints King’s is exploring developing a partnership with another
private hospital.

NH / AC

Any other business
The Committee agreed that an Annual Report would be produced for April’10
Produce Annual Report
RF/RS/SF

FOR INFORMATION:
09/64

Date of Next Meeting
The next meeting will be held on Thursday 14 January 2010 at 2pm in The
Dulwich Committee Room at King’s College Hospital.
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Enc 4.1.2

PERFORMANCE COMMITTEE
Minutes of the meeting held at 14.00
on Thursday 14th January in The Dulwich Committee Room
King’s College Hospital
Present:

Robert Foster – Chair
Michael Parker (part)
Prof. Alan McGregor
Tim Smart (part)
Mr Mike Marrinan
Roland Sinker
Dr Geraldine Walters
Angela Huxham
Ahmad Toumadj
Simon Dixon
Zoe Lelliot
Peter Fry
Sue Field

Non-Executive Director / Committee Chair
Trust Chair
Non-Executive Director
Chief Executive
Acting Executive Medical Director
Executive Director of Operations
Executive Director of Nursing & Midwifery
Director of Workforce Development
Director of Capital Estates & Facilities
Director of Finance
Acting Director of Strategy
Assistant Director Performance & Contracts
Head of Capacity Planning & Service Development

In attendance:

For Item 2.2:
Elaine McDonald

DM – Specialist Medicine and Cancer Lead

For Item 2.3:
Ian Jackson
Prof. Phil Rood

DM – Dental
CD – Dental

For Item 2.43:
Sue Bowler
Dr Ed Glucksman

DM – General & Emergency Medicine
CD – General & Emergency Medicine

Apologies:

Sir Jonathan Michael
Simon Taylor

Non-Executive Director
Chief Financial Officer

For Circulation to:

Trust Board Members
Divisional Managers
Action

10/01

Minutes of the Previous Meeting of 17th December 2009
The minutes of the meeting held on 17 December 2009 were approved.

10/02

Matters Arising
The Committee agreed that the Trust would not be investing in robotic laproscopic
surgery on the Denmark Hill site.
Following discussion regarding the prescribing plans for drugs initially on clinical
trial Z Lelliott suggested guidance is sought from the joint clinical trials office and
agreed to explore this and feedback to the Committee.
Report back on advice from the Joint Clinical Trials Office
1

ZL
The Committee noted the remaining outstanding action.
FOR DISCUSSION:
10/03
Trust Performance Report – Month 8
R Sinker presented the Performance Report on the overall Trust position at the end
of month 8 highlighting that 3 of the 4 key areas of performance remain on track 18 weeks, infection control and emergency ‘4 hour wait’. However, the A&E
performance and 18 weeks will be challenging to deliver in quarter 4 and next
year’s Operating Framework has challenging new targets for cancer.
In month 8 the elective average length of stay increased, following an improvement
in month 7, due to a significant increase in the number of longer stay patients being
discharged. The non-elective average length of stay improved, moving ahead of
target.
The Trust’s finance position experienced an adverse movement in month.
Additional controls are now being put in place to address the year-end financial
position. Planning for 2010/11 has commenced including joint working with Guy’s
& St Thomas’.
The Trust has not met targets for 2 consecutive months in a few other indicators,
including MRSA screening and internal coding completeness. Action is being
taken to address these issues.
10/04

Cancer Update
E McDonald presented a paper highlighting the following key issues within
Cancer:
Operational Performance
 Achieving the cancer waiting time targets is challenging. The “31 days to
subsequent drug treatment” poses risks due to the small number of cases that
fall into this category. The “62 days to first treatment” is also a risk due to the
impact of patient choice delaying treatment and the in-built delays in the
urology pathway. Processes are in place to prevent breaches occurring against
all cancer targets.
 A new target goes live from January’10 for breast symptomatic patients
Strategic Performance
 Multi-disciplinary teams in HPB cancer and skin cancer underwent external
Peer Review assessment in October – overall performance was deemed to be
good with the pancreatic team being identified as an exemplar.
 Haemato-oncology service configuration planning process is looking at 5
possible options and due to report in February
Outcome of the report to be fed back to Performance Committee
 Financial analysis of the cancer network has started to feed into the 2010/11
savings.

10/05

EM

Dental Performance Review
I Jackson presented a paper highlighting the following key issues within Dental:
Operational Performance
 New CD appointed
 Forecasting an under-spend but issues regarding PCT affordability has
resulted in restrictions being placed on some elements of the dental services
and LSL is proposing to introduce a Referral Management Centre from April.
2

This is a particular issue for the Trust both this year and next given the high %
of income coming from service compared with other dental hospitals.
Strategic Performance
 Shadow dental CAG established and meeting regularly. The CAG strategy is
currently being developed
 Currently reviewing the impact of the 2010/11 tariffs and PCT demand
management
 In 10/11 capacity will need to be realigned to the levels of commissioned
activity
 Whilst KCL is planning to move activity to the Denmark Hill site the
postgraduate activity is planned to go to the Guy’s site.
 Opportunity for KCL as Europe’s leading dental school to influence the way
the service is funded and to ensure that NHS London understand the mutual
dependencies of service and teaching to delivering a dental strategy
Division to report back to the Committee on progress influencing the national
agenda and plans to address the financial gap in 2010/11
IJ / PR
10/06

General Medicine Performance Review
S Bowler presented a paper highlighting the following key performance issues
within General Medicine:
Operational Performance
 Emergency Department performance has improved, 98% sustained despite
very high levels of attendances and increased acuity, but remains challenging
 Significant reductions in LOS from the redesign of the emergency medical
admissions pathway and the opening of the Medical Admissions Unit (MAU).
Currently reviewing MAU to make further reduction in LOS
 Action being taken to address financial performance, in particular addressing
the high level of bank and agency usage
Strategic Performance
 Preparing for Stroke and Trauma Centre designation
 Stroke Unit has recently been assessed and passed all the requirements. HASU
pathways and repatriation processes are in place ahead of being assessed in
February
 ED redevelopment plans have been approved by all stakeholder organisations
following extensive public consultation and engagement.

FOR INFORMATION:
10/08

Date of Next Meeting
The next meeting will be held on Thursday 11 February 2010 at 2pm in The
Dulwich Committee Room at King’s College Hospital.
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ENC 4.1.3

PERFORMANCE COMMITTEE
Minutes of the meeting held at 14.00
on Thursday 11th February in The Dulwich Committee Room
King’s College Hospital
Present:

Robert Foster – Chair
Michael Parker
Prof. Alan McGregor
Tim Smart
Mr Mike Marrinan
Simon Taylor
Roland Sinker
Dr Geraldine Walters
Ahmad Toumadj
Jacob West
Peter Fry
Sue Field

Non-Executive Director / Committee Chair
Trust Chair
Non-Executive Director
Chief Executive
Executive Medical Director
Chief Financial Officer
Executive Director of Operations
Executive Director of Nursing & Midwifery
Director of Capital Estates & Facilities
Director of Strategy
Assistant Director Performance & Contracts
Head of Capacity Planning & Service Development

In attendance:

Jane Walters

Director of Corporate Affairs

For Item 2.2:
Elaine McDonald
Dr Tony Pagliuca

DM – Specialist Medicine and Cancer Lead
CD – Specialist Medicine

For Item 2.3:
Sarah Dawson
Mr Mike Savvas

DM – Women’s Children’s
CD – Women’s

For Item 2.4:
John Watson
Mr Joydeep Sinha
Helen Peskett
Titus Burwell

DM – CC&S and CSDS
CD – CC&S
Major Trauma Project Lead
Surgical Care Business Manager

Apologies:

Sir Jonathan Michael
Angela Huxham
Simon Dixon

Non-Executive Director
Director of Workforce Development
Director of Finance

For Circulation to:

Trust Board Members
Divisional Managers
Action

10/09

Minutes of the Previous Meeting of 14th January 2010
The minutes of the meeting held on 14 January 2010 were approved.

10/10

Matters Arising
The Committee noted the points covered in the Dental Performance Addendum and
1

T Smart informed the meeting that he is due to meet with Nairn Wilson and Ian
Jackson to discuss how the Dental Institute can inform the national dental agenda.
The Committee enquired on the impact to King’s of the proposed Conservative
Party Dental Contract Reform
The Dental Division to inform the Performance Committee on the impact of the IJ
proposed Conservative Party Dental Contract Reform
The Committee noted the remaining outstanding actions.
FOR DISCUSSION:
10/11
Trust Performance Report – Month 9
R Sinker presented the Performance Report on the overall Trust position at the end
of month 9 highlighting that 3 of the 4 key areas of performance remain on track 18 weeks, infection control and emergency ‘4 hour wait’.
It was noted that the A&E targets were met despite pressures due to adverse weather
conditions. However, there are challenging long term sustainability issues and the
Committee requested that action should be taken to ensure that future junior doctor
changeovers do not adversely impact on A&E performance
In month 9 the elective average length of stay remained at month 8’s level, which
was above target, due to a planned reduction in short stay elective activity over the
Christmas period. The non-elective average length of stay increased in month
moving marginally off target. There are a number of pieces of work being
undertaken to help address LOS issues including changes to bed management to
separate elective and emergency pathways, an audit of the Trust’s frequent flyers
and work with social services to eliminate patients blocking beds waiting for social
care.
A paper was tabled for information on the performance of the Trust’s clinical
coding. Any comments were to be feedback to PF & RS.

ALL

10/12
Specialist Medicine Review
E McDonald presented a paper highlighting the following key issues within
Specialist Medicine:
Operational Performance
 The Division continues to maintain strong financial performance.
 Robust systems are in place to track cancer waits in dermatology and
haematology and weekly meetings are held with the DM to review all cases on
a 31 and 62 day pathway.
 The 18 week targets are consistently delivered across all specialties.
 A First Choice project is underway to reduce length of stay to assist the
Division in managing activity within the available bed capacity and ensure the
agreed transfer times from referring Trusts can be achieved at all times.
Strategic Performance
 The Haemato-oncology joint project with GST is progressing and due to report
later in the month.
 The Division is working with Brighton to secure a new flow of transplant
activity in 2010/11. This new activity will make King’s a world player in bone
marrow transplantation.
 A business case is being prepared requesting an increase in beds to support the
work due to transfer from Brighton.
10/13
2

Women’s Performance Review
S Dawson presented a paper highlighting the following key issues within
Women’s:
Operational Performance
 There has been good financial performance year to date but this is forecast to
worsen during the last quarter due to:
- lost ACU income from the reduced workload as a result of SLAMs building
works which are running 5 weeks behind. The disruption is impacting on the
clinical service, financial performance and staff morale.
T Smart to speak with Stuart Bell at SLAM
- increased use of bank and agency midwifes due to vacancies
 A demand and capacity review is being undertaken within maternity. The two
areas of significant increases in births have been Lewisham and Croydon –
the Division is currently discussing with the Mayday reducing the births at
King’s.
 Despite the increase in births maternity are performing well against the
quality indicators.
 Maternity Support Workers are currently being recruited to work on the Post
Natal ward to help address staff levels and help mothers initiate breastfeeding
before discharge.
 The reasons for the large increase in gynaecology emergency activity through
EPAGSU are currently being explored.

TS

Strategic Performance
 The plans for the maternity development on the 4th floor of GJW which
include a Midwifery Led Birthing Unit and Labour Ward expansion have
been signed off.
 The Windsor Walk development has been approved in principle and detailed
plans are now being drawn up.
 Progress is being made with GST colleagues developing the Women’s CAG
10/14
Major Trauma Centre Update
J Watson presented a paper to update the Performance Committee on the progress
in the preparation of King's becoming a Major Trauma Centre which included the
following key points:
 King’s passed the external inspection on 27 January and HfL commended the
Trust for its “enormous progress and multi disciplinary engagement”.
 50% (£1.3million) of the funding allocation for Trauma will be released to
King’s in April’10 with the remainder to follow later in 2010/11.
 HfL has raised concerns regarding King’s ability to deliver the full trauma
specification, in particular:
a) The time being taken to deliver the planned infrastructure developments
– A Toumadj assured the Committee that the planning for the CT scanner,
ED and critical care development were progressing to meet HfL
requirements.
b) Recruitment timelines for additional medical staff to meet MTC criteria
– the Committee noted the list of proposed new posts and the action being
taken to achieve the workforce requirements
c) Ability to deliver all criteria within the funding allocation of £2.6million
- the Committee noted that appointments in 2010/11 had been limited to
stay within the £2.6million whilst ensuring the HfL performance matrix
can still be met.

3



King’s will be re-inspected on 27 May’10 during which significant progress
will need to be demonstrated on the key outstanding issues.
The Committee asked to receive regular updates on progress
Performance Committee to be kept updated on the actions being taken to
develop the Major Trauma Centre

HP

FOR INFORMATION:
10/15

Date of Next Meeting
The next meeting will be held on Thursday 11 March 2010 at 2pm in The
Dulwich Committee Room at King’s College Hospital.
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Enc 4.1.4

King’s College Hospital Board of Directors

Audit Committee
Minutes of the meeting of the Audit Committee held at 10.00am
on Thursday 03 December 2009 in the Dulwich Committee Room, King’s College
Hospital

Present

Martin West (MW)
Robert Foster (RF)
Jonathan Michael (JM)

Non-Executive Director/Committee Chair
Non-Executive Director
Non-Executive Director

Attendees

Tim Smart (TS)
Simon Taylor (ST)
Jane Walters (JW)
Phil Johnstone (SP)
Neil Hewitson (NH)
Andrew Bostock (AB)
Nicolina Araujo (NA)
Lynda May (LM)
Rita Chakraborty (RC)

Chief Executive
Chief Financial Officer
Director of Corporate Affairs
Audit Commission
KPMG
KPMG
KPMG
Counter Fraud Team
Assistant Board Secretary (minutes)

Item

Subject

09/34

Apologies
Suresh Patel

09/35

Declarations of Interest
None.

09/36

Minutes of the meeting held on 10 September 2009
The minutes of the meeting held on 10 September 2009 were
approved subject to the following:

Action

09/31.3 Complaints Report, para 3, change “basis” to “basic”.
09/37

Matters Arising/Action tracking
None.
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09/38

PFI Contract Annual Report 2008/09
ST presented this review of performance over the last 12
months. There had been improvement in a number of areas as a
result of the Trust’s significant involvement and more rigorous
monitoring. Areas of concern remained, such as the Hard FM
contract.
A change of Soft Facilities Management contractor was
imminent. The successful bidder, who was impressive at the
tendering stage, would be allowed a period of embedding but
this would be followed by rigorous monitoring from April 2010.
It was noted that the poor standard of cleaning, which was an
ongoing issue, had improved noticeably in the last 6-9 months
following the arrival of a new Sodexo site manager. Their
response to the CQC visits had been rapid and effective.
However, this particular individual was on sick leave and unlikely
to return.
TS commented on the findings of a report published by the
National Audit Office into PFI management contracts in the
NHS, which cited King’s as the only Trust to have criticised
Sodexo for their contract performance.

09/39

Waivers
It was noted that the value of waivers had increased slightly this
year.
The purchase of equipment for the cardiac perfusion lab had not
gone through standard procurement procedures given that the
supplier is the leader in this field and staff are already trained on
this equipment.

09/40

Audit Commission (External Auditor)
Phil Johnstone thanked Jane Walters for attending and
presenting at the recent conference for FT governors. There was
very positive feedback from attendees on her presentation.
A board to board workshop for directors and governors had
taken place in October with facilitation by the Audit Commission.
The Auditor had issued a report on the Trust’s re-stated
accounts under IFRS regulations.
The draft audit plan would be forwarded to Martin West.
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09/41

KPMG (Internal Auditor)

09/41.1

Progress Report
The report was noted.

09/41.2

Information Governance Review
This report carried limited assurance.
Of the eight observations, one was identified as being significant
– patient confidentiality information. Flow maps had not been
documented and, although a large task, this was considered
important. The Trust had agreed to complete this task by March
2010.
The following issues were noted:
 The difficulty arose not in mapping the major flows but in
identifying the movement of data in the first place.
 A process of ‘pseudo-anonymisation’, removing patient
identifiable data was being introduced.
 The Trust would copy the approach used by Barts NHS
Trust for flow maps.
 A KHP-wide tender process was being led by Guy’s for
purchasing a data engine.
 Exploring links with external options such as primary care
and clinical trials systems risked widening data flows
even further.
 Academics must carry the same accountability for patient
confidentiality. Agreements with academic bodies were
being developed by appropriate Caldicott guardians.
 Although all employees, clinical and non-clinical, were
bound by the same terms and conditions concerning
patient confidentiality, there were, in some instances,
lapses due to a lack of foresight.
 Robert Lechler will organise a KHP-wide session on
information governance. In particular, SLaM had
developed effective approaches due to their multi-site
structure.
 Information governance is reported via the Governance
Committee, which covers a large agenda with clinical risk
as its priority. This arrangement would be included in the
review of the governance framework.


Trust to agree timing of follow up review with KPMG

ST/KPMG



Review of governance framework to include
consideration of information governance reporting.

JW/ST
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09/41.3

Information Life Cycle Management
This report carried limited assurance with two high level
recommendations; firstly, concerning the overall strategy for
information life cycle management and, secondly, flow mapping
as with information governance.
The committee made the following comments:
 Additional resource was needed to manage information
governance. However, as a short term measure,
someone would be identified from within exiting staff.
 A KHP-wide approach was necessary to map flows and
ensure all appropriate policies are in place across all
partner organisations
The Committee would receive an update at its next meeting.

09/41.4

ST
04 March

PFI Hard FM Provision
This report carried limited assurance with two high level
recommendations out of nine altogether. These two concerned
poor data quality and poor performance management.
KPMG randomly selected and reviewed 24 indicators in details
from a total of approximately 300 and checked for completeness
and accuracy. It was noted that monthly monitoring was
delegated by the Trust to HpC under the terms of the contract.
KPMG found that the monthly meetings held between HpC and
Sodexo tend to focus on soft FM issues and, ultimately, Sodexo
is able to override any recommendations from HpC.
As Ahmad Toumadj was not available to respond to the
recommendations, an update would be given at the next
meeting.
The committee made the following comments:
 The audit trail was not evidence-based, therefore difficult
to verify.
 The findings were similar to the results of KPMG’s review
of soft FM services 2 years’ ago. As previously, a meeting
of the committee and HpC’s senior team should be
followed by executive management of an agreed action
plan.
 The Estates Services Delivery Plan was currently not in
place. Once drawn up, an action plan would follow.
 There were issues of governance as well as contract
management, which would be given further consideration
next time.
 Correct due date for Rec 1 should be 01.04.2010.
 (Rec 2) The Trust’s confidence that HpC management
will follow up any disagreements raised.
 External validation of information on energy efficiency and
bills.
Page 4
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HpC were ultimately responsible for Sodexo performance
against the contract. At the next meeting, the committee
wished to see Sodexo’s response to the
recommendations and evidence of actions taken.

Committee to receive update on Sodexo’s response to the
recommendations and evidence of actions taken.
09/41.5

AT
04 March

Recruitment Procedures
This report carried substantial assurance.
Better understanding was needed on the lead time for
recruitment processes.

09/41.6

Appraisal Management
This report carried substantial assurance.
The following observations were noted:
 The report was completed in early 2009.
 Functionality of E-KSF is not being fully exploited at
present.
 The expected appraisal rates was low given that all staff
are meant to receive an appraisal. It was suggested that
Angela Huxham respond at the next meeting.
 70% of appraisals are carried out in the last quarter of the
year (January-March).
 E-KSF does not apply to clinical staff.
 The new registration process for doctors could place
pressure on the trust to complete appraisals within a
specified time.
 A rolling programme can be difficult to align with the
trust’s strategic objectives. It was suggested that the
Trust consider KPMG’s model for aligning appraisals with
business planning.
 Further consideration was needed on how to encourage
compliance with the aim of timely completion of
appraisals.
Angela Huxham to address issue of low appraisal rates.

09/41.7

AH
04 March

Business Planning
This report carried substantial assurance. There was a
consistent approach, central control and a common template.
Tim Smart suggested that the Trust’s recent adjustment of its Q2
Governance rating from ‘green’ to ‘amber’ indicated that
underlying procedures and processes might not be sufficiently
robust. Tim Smart and Simon Taylor would discuss with KPMG
ways to improve.
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It was queried as to whether the findings of reports were shared
with the appropriate trust officers sufficiently early, given the
long gap between the report and management response.
Andy Bostock replied that, although there was a delay in this
instance, reports were generally issued swiftly and there was
dialogue with the relevant directors as well as monthly feedback
to Simon Taylor.
09/41.8

Terms of Authorisation
This report carried substantial assurance.
The formality of the process could improve.
Recommendations 3 and 4, concerning the monitoring of
schedules 4 and 5 respectively, were currently reported on a
exception basis but it was suggested that these were explicitly
covered in the monthly finance report.
It was noted that a large number of FTs had moved from a
‘green’ to ‘amber’ governance rating suggesting a wider issue of
challenging national targets.
The Committee noted the reports provided and thanked KPMG.

09/42

Counter Fraud
Lynda May invited comments and observations on the following
reports:

09/42.1

Progress Report to November 2009
The interim Medical Director was helping with counter fraud
awareness training for medical staff – a hard to reach group.
The Trust had been awarded an overall rating level 3 or its
counter fraud arrangements in 2008/09 and was hopeful of
achieving level 4 next year.
A document scanning machine was being used to check the
authenticity of new joiner’s documents and, in the future, could
also be used to verify documents provided by existing staff.
Tim Smart queried whether there was some reluctance amongst
line managers to carry out actions in line with LCFS
recommendations. Management needed to look at better
enforcement.
Fraud awareness displays triggered a rise in the number of calls
to the counter fraud team, therefore regular events were being
planned. There were signs that staff were thinking more carefully
about possible fraud and the need to retain evidence.
Staff should be reminded that fraud concerning car parking was
considered fraud by the trust
Page 6
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09/42.2

Investigation Reports

09/42.3

Procedures for recording losses and special payments – final
report

09/42.4

LCFS – internal audit protocol

09/42.5

LCFS communications strategy

09/42.6

Counter fraud bulletin autumn 2009
The Committee noted the reports provided and thanked LCFS.

09/43

AOB
None.
Date of next meeting:
Thursday 04 March 2010, 10.00am
Dulwich Committee Room
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Enc 4.1.5

King’s College Hospital Board of Directors
Equality and Diversity Committee
Minutes of the meeting of the Equality and Diversity Committee held at 12.00pm on
Thursday, Tuesday, 15 December 2009 in the Dulwich Committee Room, King’s College
Hospital
Present:

Maxine James (MJ)
Michael Parker (MP)
Martin West
Tim Smart (TS)
Angela Huxham (AH)
Monika Kalyan (MK)
Caje Moniz (CM)
Winsome Okeke (WO)
Mark Graver (MG)
Leo Onyanga (LO)
Frank Wood (FW)

Non-Executive Director (Committee Chair)
Trust Chair
Non-Executive Director
Chief Executive
Executive Director of Workforce Development
Equality and Diversity Manager
Consultants’ Committee
Cultural Diversity Group
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Trans-gender
Group
Deaf & Disability Workforce Group
Joint Staff Committee

Attendees:
Jane Walters (JW)
Part attendance
Jessica Bush (JB)
Part attendance
Cathy Varley (CV)
Part attendance
Rita Chakraborty (RC)
Angela Grainger (AG)
Prof David Guest (DG)
Part attendance
Chris Woodrow (CW)
Part attendance

Director of Corporate Affairs
Head of Public & Patient Involvement
Head of PALS
Assistant Board Secretary (minutes)
Assistant Director of Nursing -Education &
Research
KCL
KCL

Item

Subject

09/35

Apologies
Geraldine Walters, Keith Loveridge, Sally Lingard, Richard Miller and Roland
Sinker

09/36

Declaration of Interests
None.

Action
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09/37

Minutes of the meeting held on 29th September 2009
The minutes of the meeting held on 29th September 2009 were agreed as a
correct record subject to the following changes  09/23 - add “The relevant clinical directors and divisional managers
from the poorest performing divisions were to attend the next
committee.”
 [add action] 09/29 – Divisional leaders from the poorest performing
divisions to attend EDC to explain the actions being taken. 09/25 –
para 7, line 2, replace “interests” with “objectives”
 09/28 – add “… given that the Trust had a statutory duty to promote
equality and diversity.”
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09/38

Matters Arising/Action tracking
09/23 - Staff Survey: Bullying & Harassment performance
Add action: Divisional leaders from the poorest performing divisions to attend
EDC to explain the actions being taken in response to PMETB data.
This item would be discussed at the following meeting. MJ reminded the
committee that the annual work plan was agreed and circulated well in
advance, therefore it was important that staff ensured their availability at
these meetings.
09/26 – Race and Equality change programme – TS and AH had met with
Stephen Morris the previous week. His advice, having lived and worked in
the NHS locally, was that a race equality commission, such as that
introduced at Brighton, was not appropriate for King’s where local and
organisational demographics were very different from trusts on the south east
coast. In his view, rapid resolution of issues was most important. AH
planned to maintain contact with Stephen Morris.
MJ asked what mechanism existed at the Trust for the rapid resolution of
race and equality issues. TS referred to the circumstances which had up to
led to Brighton’s race equality commission, where six high profile, race
related, employment tribunals had occurred without prior Board knowledge.
FW observed that, in his experience as a senior union representative, the
Trust’s grievance policy was sufficiently robust to avoid such situations.
Advocacy and support was also provided to any staff that chose to take out a
grievance.
There was a query as to how the Board was made aware of any employment
tribunals involving the Trust. It was agreed that the Board of Directors
(private session) will receive a quarterly list of applications to the employment
tribunal and outcomes.
The committee discussed the frequency of reviews of the disciplinary and
other relevant policies. These were reviewed on a 3 yearly basis.
In response to a question from CM as to whether medical and dental staff
were covered by the Disciplinary procedure, AH confirmed that they were.
In addition they are subject to a nationally negotiated procedure, known as
“Maintaining High Professional Standards in the Modern NHS”.
09/28 – Harassment and Bullying
Add action: Workforce Scorecard to include E&D indicators.
KE had discussed a new workforce scorecard which included an indicator for
equality and diversity. AH would send MP the revised scorecard.
09/29 – PMETB survey - It was clarified that the clinical director and
divisional manager from the 2 poorest performing divisions would be asked to
attend the next EDC meeting.
09/34 AOB - Add action: TS to meet with Sodexo CEO
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09/39

Staff Survey: PMETB performance to be discussed at the next meeting.

R Sinker
23 Feb

The clinical director and divisional manager from the 2 poorest
performing divisions would be asked to attend the next EDC meeting.

R Sinker
23 Feb

The Board of Directors (private session) will receive a quarterly list of
impending tribunals and cases settled before tribunal.

A
Huxham

PPI and Consultation Action Plan Review
Jane Walters, Jessica Bush and Cathy Varley presented a review of the PPI
and Consultation SES action plan, including the following:







Involving different equality groups
Healthcare for All - learning disabilities
How are we doing?
Communication –
o Patient information
o Contacting King’s
o King’s website
Interpreting and translation services

Involving different equality groups
The Engagement Guide, Emergency Department consultation and
Membership Development Strategy were examples of how the Trust was
involving different groups.
There was discussion about the under-representation of younger members.
There was a large young BME population in the local area but the Trust’s
only relationship seemed to be with Lambeth College, therefore MJ asked
what plans were in place for reaching out to more young people.
JW responded that membership was only open to those over 16 making
schools a limited opportunity for recruitment. The 16-18 age group was a
highly transient population with many students moving elsewhere to study or
work. It appeared that members, when signed up in their ‘20s, remained
longer and, therefore, were a better target group.
In terms of classifying younger people, the age range commonly used by
foundation trusts was 16-35. Monitor’s age bandings were less meaningful
with members classified as 16-21, or over 21. The Trust had a target to
recruit 1,000 younger people (16-35) over 3 years and, although on track last
year, the cost implications of recruitment through direct mailing, and the lack
of resources to go out to colleges, meant that it was unlikely this target would
be achieved within the planned time.

AG mentioned that Matt Richards visits local schools to promote nursing and
other careers. It was suggested that an integrated approach was needed to
recruit younger members.
The Trust’s partnerships with other educational institutions – London South
Bank University and King’s College London – did offer further opportunities
for reaching local students, some of which were being pursued already.
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King’s website
There had been many comments about the quality of the current site. A new
website was being designed and both governors and patients would be
involved in its testing.
Interpretation and translation services
The possibility of using family members for translation was not considered
appropriate because of cases such as Victoria Climbie’s. The translation
service maintained a range of options including face to face and telephone
translation. It was important that translators were professionally sourced.
There was the possibility of developing a cross-site service with GSTT, who
were re-tendering at present.
SES Plan Update - actions reviewed on an annual basis should include
a completion date.
09/40

JW/JB

Leadership and Corporate Commitment Action Plan Review
Tim Smart presented an overview of progress from September 2009 to
November 2009 in three key areas that feature in the Single Equality
Scheme Corporate Commitment and Leadership Action Plan 2009-12.
Progress had been made in developing a clear vision and goals. There was
executive level commitment; the CEO Brief featured an item each quarter on
equality and diversity, and TS will attend network meetings once a quarter.
There was some more progress to be made with equality metrics to ensure
they were meaningful; a further update would be provided in June. MP
suggested incorporating including these in the next Quality report.
It was suggested that this plan should be cross-referenced against the
Workforce SES Action Plan.
It was clarified that the percentages on page 1 of the appendix were
measures, not targets.
MK added that a number of measures to promote equality and diversity were
being developed:
 incorporating equality impact assessments within trust scorecards
 using staff survey feedback to gauge views
 establishing a target for E&D training
The committee discussed the pros and cons of one element of the Plan to
write personalised letters to staff inviting them to comment on E&D issues.
MJ asked about the mechanisms that would be in place to encourage staff to
respond bearing in mind recent investigations and interviews with staff who
attended a CDG meeting in December. Staff needed assurance about
confidentiality and that there was no risk of repercussions. MK pointed out
that the letter would be personalised but feedback could be anonymous and
returned via the comments boxes.
TS was keen to encourage a culture where people felt comfortable giving
personal feedback. TS would further discuss the plan for staff feedback with
FW and MJ.
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09/40

Develop more meaningful measures to help embed E&D into
management culture and provide the committee with an update in June
2010

TS/MK

The Leadership and Corporate Commitment Action Plan Review
will be cross-referenced against the Workforce SES Action Plan.

TS/AH

Disciplinary Project Progress Report
Prof David Guest presented the findings of a review of King’s disciplinary
procedure which he had undertaken during the second half of 2009. The
primary drivers for this review were concerns about the perceptions of
fairness of the process at KCH. The aims of the review were 1) to assess the
content, operation and application of the disciplinary procedure, and 2) to
make recommendations for action on the basis of the results.
Their conclusions were that:
1. Few serious problems with the disciplinary process at KCH were
found.
2. There was little objective evidence to suggest that cases were not
treated consistently.
3. Overall, the cases entering formal procedure were appropriate.
4. There is a general perception that the disciplinary process would be
improved if managers and others were trained and supported.
5. Data quality was not good and case files were difficult to access.
6. Reasons why the process may be perceived to be unfair - A). There
is the lack of transparency in the policy document itself. B). In some
cases line managers both chaired disciplinary meetings and
performed initial investigation, which is not good practice.
MJ commented on the effort and length of time taken to circulate the report.
As a report commissioned by the Committee, she queried why broader E&D
matters had not been included.
DG pointed out that the report had been initiated by the Committee; the
research was undertaken by CW with help from MK and comments on the
draft report were provided by the Disciplinary Review Steering Group.
DG reminded the committee that the original issue had been the
disproportionate number of disciplinaries involving BME staff. An analysis of
data showed that men and black staff were more likely to be disciplined.
These are factors that require further exploration.
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DG added that those disciplined were less likely to adhere to King’s
behaviour code and this manifested itself mainly in poor timekeeping and in
their interpersonal relationships with colleagues.
Generally, the findings suggest that management delayed or avoided taking
the formal disciplinary approach. This was possibly due to lack of experience
with the formal process. Feedback from the focus groups indicated that, on
the whole, it was a fair process. There was no evidence of systematic
discrimination in terms of staff’s ethnicity or age.
The composition of focus groups was discussed. These had consisted of
those who chaired disciplinary hearings; investigated cases as well as shop
stewards. Interviewing people who had been the subject of discipline was
considered to be ethically questionable and there were doubts about their
willingness to participate, particularly as many may have been dismissed or
left the Trust. Shop stewards agreed that this would not be appropriate. As a
separate project seeking volunteers to speak about bullying and harassment
had secured only 10 out of 300.
AH confirmed that staff undergoing disciplinary action had the opportunity to
state their views during the process. It was also noted that the Trust follows
the ACAS Code of Practice.
The experience of shop stewards was important, given that they often speak
on behalf of the staff member. It was noted that training in procedures for
union representatives is separate from the Trust training programme for
managers.
MJ asked about the period covered by the report since she had been
informed the data would cover three years. DG explained that the quality of
the data was not good and drawing them together for the analysis was timeconsuming. Only the last 2 years’ worth was available. Prior data from 2006/7
was not available, therefore could not be included. This was due to human or
computer error. It was noted that data should be held on a central server
rather than individual computers to avoid the risk of loss.
The Chair was concerned about the missing data and made the point that a
mix up with data had contributed to KCH receiving only a fair rating for quality
of services in 2008. She wanted some assurance on this issue.
TS agreed to investigate the loss of data and report back to the Committee.
Report Recommendations
The Disciplinary Review Steering Group viewed the report recommendations
as helpful, particularly the simpler guide and data monitoring. FW echoed this
view on behalf of the Staff Side Committee.
MP commented on the following:
 The general lack of awareness of the process and schedule
 The large number of non-unionised staff who do not have access to
experienced support from stewards
 The immense pressure on a staff member due to the grievance
process that can cause, for instance, hospitalisation
 Possible impact on future career of taking a grievance out against a
manager, e.g. references
 The process currently allows the same individual to gather
information and judge the same case, therefore bias was possible
 The phenomenon of why certain groups were more likely to be the
subject of formal discipline action remained unanswered.
 That no action is taken against those who were proven to have made
malicious unfounded allegations.
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DG responded that the report findings were based on the data available.
Further investigation could only be carried out by directly asking staff who
were the subject of disciplinary action. DG acknowledged that the large
number of non-unionised staff presented certain issues in terms of the design
and review of existing policies. The research did not find evidence of
discrimination in application of the disciplinary process. However, the
recommendations did address improved managers’ training to ensure a
consistent process and advice on dealing with union representatives.
CM had understood that medical and dental staff would be included in the
research although the disciplinary process for the consultant group was
separate from the Trust’s policy. AH clarified that the disciplinary procedure
applies to all staff. MK responded that the medical and dental staff were
included in the statistical data includes but not in the case file review.
In relation to the separation of roles, MJ suggested that involvement of nonexecutive directors could help to convey a perception of fairness and
transparency. MP added that, at Guy’s and St Thomas’, NEDs were a line of
last resort and, as a result of their involvement, many decisions had been
overturned. DG responded that he had looked outside and there appeared to
be little appetite for this option; it also did not feature in the ACAS code. AH
added that there was evidence of Trust decisions being overturned already.
DG confirmed that the report would be finalised and presented to Tim Smart
in January.

09/41

The Trust will produce an action plan in response to the report
recommendations for E&D committee and Board of Directors.

TS/AH

Issue of missing disciplinary data to be investigated and reported back
to committee.

TS

LGBT Forum
MG and MK presented a short update. MG was, informally, the LGBT forum
lead, whilst awaiting confirmation via Vanessa Sweeney that the current
members were happy with this proposal.
The forum would be working with Southwark Council’s LGBT group.
FW mentioned that some KHP organisations do not have a similar forum. MK
responded that the Race, Disability and LGBT forums at GSTT had merged;
SLaM has a separate forum and the Trust was in contact with KCL about
their arrangements.
A further update would be given at the next meeting.

09/42

Equality Bill Timeline
The Equality Bill has now passed through the House of Commons and has
had its first reading in the House of Lords – with a second reading scheduled
for 16 December. The Committee stages then start on 11th January 2010.
There is uncertainty about whether the Bill will be passed before the General
Election.

09/43

AOB
The Equalities and Human Rights Commission have issued compliance
notices to three NHS organisations in the East Coast SHA region.
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Date of Next Meeting:
Tuesday, 23 February at 10.30am, Dulwich Committee Room.
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Enc. 4.1.6

King’s College Hospital Board of Directors
FINANCE COMMITTEE
Minutes of a meeting held at 2.00pm on Thursday 17th November 2009
in the Dulwich Committee Room, King’s College Hospital
Members:
Michael Parker (MP)
Martin West (MW)
Tim Smart (TS)
Simon Taylor (ST)
Roland Sinker (RS)
Angela Huxham (AH)
Mike Marrinan (MM)
Simon Dixon (SD)
Jane Walters (JW)
Zoe Lelliott (ZL)
Ahmad Toumadj (AT)

Trust Chair / Chair of Committee
Non-Executive Director
Chief Executive
Chief Financial Officer
Executive Director of Operations
Executive Director of Workforce Development
Acting Medical Director
Deputy Director of Finance
Director of Corporate Affairs
Acting Director of Strategy
Director of Capital Estates & Facilities

In attendance:
Tara Adefope (TA)

Board Committee Assistant (minutes)

Item
No.
09/52

Subject

Action

Apologies

Maxine James, Peter Fry

09/53

Declarations of
Interest

None.

09/54

Chair’s Action

None.

09/55

Minutes of Meeting
held on 22nd
September
Matters Arising/
Action Tracking

The Minutes of the meeting held on 22nd
September 2009 were approved.

09/56




FOR REPORT
09/57
Month 7 Finance
Report

By whom
& when

TS wrote to Ruth Carnall – awaiting
reply
Web redesign in progress.

ST presented the report.
The overall risk rating at month 7 is 3
against a phased target plan of 3.
The Trust’s deficit position has moved

Enc 4.1.6 Confimed_Finance Cttee Mins 17Nov09 -1
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Item
No.

Subject

Action

By whom
& when

adversely from £691k to £1.032m in month
7 and the finance position is now £3.6m
adrift from the planned target of a £2.6m
surplus.
Whilst the underlying position appears to be
worse, the rate of decline has reduced in
comparison to previous months.
Trust income position is currently £12m
above target and the over-performance sits
with the LSL PCTs.
Controls to limit agency spend and non
essential
consumables
have
been
implemented and the financial impact of
these controls should be seen in the next
few months. The staffing budget is still
over-spent; but the adverse variance to
budget in month is £975k compared to the
previous month of £1.2m.
Divisions are implementing recovery plans
to generate a year end surplus. RS noted
that the scrutiny at the Executive level has
also been beneficial in driving the message
forward.
The non-clinical supplies including PFI
variations, Patient Transport costs and the
provision for bad debts have also continued
to move adversely.
SD has been liaising with GSTT regarding
the Trusts adoption of their transport
system and is currently awaiting a formal
proposal from GSTT before proceeding.
MW noted that Governors and Members
should be involved in the consultation
process.
Capital budget
The capital gross spend at month 7 is
£33.195m against a gross budget for the
period of £29.834m. The current capital
commitments are in line with the Trust’s
Annual Capital Plan of £55.675m.
TS noted the Trusts anticipation for a
sustained turnaround to achieve a surplus
by year end.
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Item
No.

Subject

Action

By whom
& when

The Committee noted the report

09/58

Treasury
Management Report
(Month 7)

ST presented the report.
The cash balance is £7.105m against a year
end target of £25.614m. It was noted that the
Trust’s creditors have recently been demanding
payment explicitly within the payment terms
agreed.
Actions
were
currently
being
undertaken to improve the payment process.
The committee noted the report.

09/59

2009/10 contract
over performance
and contingency
action

ST provided feedback on the meeting with LSL
Alliance to discuss significant contract over
performance and contingency options for the
year.
A letter had been received requesting
significant tariff reductions a similar letter was
also sent to GSTT and Lewisham. TS noted the
implications of the proposals and summarised
the Trusts position.
The Trusts response would stress the legal
enforceability of the contract and reject any
changes to the contract terms which are not
associated with cost reductions.
He asked the Committee for feedback before
issuing out a formal response. The Committee
agreed with the proposals and MP requested
for the letter to be drafted in an affable tone
stressing the need to maintain a balance
between protecting the Trust position and
remaining sympathetic to the PCTs.
MW noted that these financial pressures were
system wide and noted the need to work
collaboratively with PCTs in the future in order
to improve outcomes and efficiency.

09/60

Electronic Patient
Status Board

ST gave a presentation on the EPSB system.
He noted that wards were preparing to transfer
their inpatient management systems from
manual whiteboards to interactive electronic
displays.
This is an integral part of the Releasing Time to
Care programme, aimed at making wards more
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Item
No.

Subject

Action

By whom
& when

organised, efficient and effective in a way that
maximises time spent on direct patient care.
Staff are currently being trained to use the
system and the system would be rolled out in
Cardiac tomorrow.

09/61

Finance &
Investment
Committee Annual
Report

ST presented the draft Committee annual
report.
Members would forward comments after the ST
meeting and ST would update the report before
it is presented to the Board of Directors in
December.

FOR INFORMATION
09/62

BRSG Minutes
 20 August 2009
 17 September
2009

The minutes were noted. MM queried the fact
that an approved bid had not been reflected in
the September minutes. He noted that this was
necessary for audit trail purposes therefore ST
would consider the issue after the meeting and
report back to the Committee.
It was also noted that BRSG meetings had
been placed on hold due to financial
constraints.
The minutes were noted.

09/63

CPP&FRG
 17 September
2009
 15 October 2009

It was noted that all projects were on running
on schedule. Some new projects were also
being embarked on.
The Committee noted the minutes.

09/64

AOB

There was no other business

Next meeting

Thursday, January 21, 2010, 2.00pm,
Dulwich Room
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Enc. 4.1.7

King’s College Hospital Board of Directors
FINANCE COMMITTEE
Minutes of a meeting held at 2.00pm on Thursday, 21 January 2010
in the Dulwich Committee Room, King’s College Hospital
Members:
Michael Parker (MP)
Martin West (MW)
Maxine James (MJ)
Tim Smart (TS)
Simon Taylor (ST)
Roland Sinker (RS)
Angela Huxham (AH)
Simon Dixon (SD)
Jane Walters (JW)
Zoe Lelliott (ZL)
Ahmad Toumadj (AT)

Trust Chair / Chair of Committee
Non-Executive Director
Non-Executive Director
Chief Executive
Chief Financial Officer
Executive Director of Operations
Executive Director of Workforce Development
Deputy Director of Finance
Director of Corporate Affairs
Acting Director of Strategy
Director of Capital Estates & Facilities

In attendance:
Ed Glucksman (EG)
Tania Palk (TP)
Ria Vavakis (RV)

A&E Consultant / Clinical Director
Environment and Logistics Manager
(Minutes)

Item
No.
10/01

Subject

Action

Apologies

Mike Marrinan

10/02

Declarations of
Interest

None.

10/03

Chair’s Action

None.

10/04

Minutes of Meeting
held on 17
November 2009

The Minutes of the meeting held on 17
November 2009 were approved.

10/05

Matters Arising/
Action Tracking

Action tracking
 TS noted that a reply from Ruth Carnall had
not been received and was not anticipated.
 Action items arising from meeting on 17
November 2009 have been completed.

By whom
& when

Matters arising
None.
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Item
Subject
No.
FOR REPORT

Action

10/06

ST tabled the paper “M9 Further Action Plan”.

Finance Report
(Month 9)

By whom
& when

ST explained that there had been a drop in
income for month 9 with the effect that the
Trust’s deficit position had deteriorated from
£1.378m to £3.690m. Although it was not
unusual for activity to decline over Christmas,
the decline had been compounded by the
adverse weather. Action plans would be drawn
up over the coming week to closer align the
Trust to its planned position by the end of the
financial year.
It was noted that ST and TS would be visiting
Monitor to provide reassurance that measures
have been put in place to bring financial
position under control.
It was agreed that the deficit position
should be explained to FTFF as soon as Q3
reports had been posted on the Monitor
website, albeit that loan default is unlikely
to be an issue.

ST

Monitoring spending
The importance of the need to get the financial
position back on track was noted. Divisional
managers will be given a clear message to get
their finances under control and that if they
don’t perform the responsibility will be taken
away from them. RS noted that financial
recovery meetings with divisional managers
would be held at 7.30am each Tuesday so that
performance can be monitored and managed.
Purchasing
ST noted that weekly value of the spend
ordered through the ecommerce system had
been reduced by approximately £120,000 per
week since control measures had been
introduced. However, this of itself was not
enough to prevent the financial position
deteriorating. MP requested that the graph
showing purchase order values by week be
included in future finance reports to the
committee.
ST to include purchase order values by
week graph (including data from previous
financial year) in future finance reports.
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Item
No.

Subject

Action

By whom
& when

Agency spend
ST noted that agency spend had increased.
TS queried whether the increase was
attributable to changes to activity levels or to a
change of rates paid to agency staff. ST
advised that, in addition to an increase in
activity levels, there had been a change in the
way the Trust was required to pay for agency
staff.
Whereas previously the Trust was
required to account for VAT solely on
commission paid to the agency, it was now
required to account for VAT on the amount paid
to staff as well as commission paid to the
agency. This had increased the Trust’s agency
spend by over £500,000. Also, demand for
doctors had outstripped supply, so the rates
demanded by doctors had correspondingly
increased.
MW noted that increases had occurred in a
number of different areas. Given that agency
spend had been at a much lower level in April,
it was questionable whether the agency spend
increase was caused by a policy change on
VAT or a simple trend in the rates as
suggested.
ST agreed to circulate the hours which sit
below the vacancy overview spend graph.

ST

Additional control measures
RS indicated that it may be possible to make
savings in respect of the 18 week delivery
target (which the Trust currently outperforms).
However, this option needs to be worked
through further – the Trust needs to understand
the dynamics of the potential controls and their
impact on national targets.
RS also indicated it was likely that bed closures
would be necessary. He noted that permanent
staff currently employed in wards in which bed
closures were anticipated would be, where
possible, redeployed to other wards.
TS stressed that none of the cost reduction
measures, whether existing or new, must
compromise patients or staff. MP added that
compliance must always take precedence over
cost reduction measures.
Employment
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Item
No.

Subject

Action

By whom
& when

MP queried whether the Trust could access
staff at a lower cost from GSTT. AH responded
that the rates that GSTT offered to bank staff
were unclear. It would be undesirable for the
Trust to increase rates paid to bank staff to
match those paid by GSTT if higher. Other
options to reduce staff costs should first be
explored.
AH to prepare a paper on options to reduce
staffing costs.

AH

TS advised that he had made a decision to
stop all recruitment other than clinical
recruitment (permanent or temporary) and
scientific (diagnostic) recruitment.
PFI Contracts
MW suggested that PFI charges were one
explanation for increased costs. The Trust
should seize the opportunity to reduce PFI
costs, particularly in light of ward closures and
the associated reduction in catering and
cleaning costs.
Income
It was noted that the Trust needs to ensure that
it is charging PCTs for everything it is entitled
to charge, and that it improves its coding
practices in order for it to do so.
The issue of overperformance will need to be
sensitively handled with PCTs. PCTs are likely
to question why they have not previously been
charged for certain items. Should legal action
become necessary all outstanding contentious
issues will need to be addressed.

10/07

Treasury
Management Report
(Month 9)

ST presented the report.

10/08

Carbon Reduction
Plan

TP presented a report on the Carbon
Reduction Commitment Energy Efficiency
Scheme.
TP confirmed that the Trust would be able to
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Item
No.

Subject

Action

By whom
& when

trade excess carbon allowances to the extent
that it overperformed in reducing its carbon
emissions.

10/09

Committee Work
Plan

It was agreed that the finance and
investment committee meet monthly for the
foreseeable future.

FOR INFORMATION
10/10

10/11

CPP&FRG
 12 November
2009
 7 December
2009
Investment issues

The minutes were noted.

ST noted that a business plan was being
compiled with input from Brian Chaber, Michael
McLean, Tony Pagliuca and KPMG.
ST also noted that discussions were taking
place with the Kuwaiti Ministry of Health
regarding reciprocal training opportunities.

10/12

AOB

There was no other business

Next meeting

Friday, 19 February 2010, 3.00pm, Dulwich
Room
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